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Introduction

PoliticalSheepdog.com at its core is about fairness. It is about correcting the
misalignments in our profit system, which under compensates people, who do enormous good,
while over compensating others. For example, shouldn’t people, who do good and protect
consumers, be paid and be paid fairly with competitive market rates? Shouldn't people, who do
good and protect consumers, be paid fairly, even if they are working to change government?
Jim Collins in his books, From Good to Great and Built to Last found that great corporations had
great incentives. If great incentives can work for corporations, shouldn’t they work for
governments and nations? Wouldn’t you and our economy be happier and healthier, if people,
who protected consumers could compete fairly with the private sector to ensure sustainable
protection for consumers like you, because we are all consumers? As a result, this book will
argue that not only is fair compensation ethical, but failure to support fair compensation is selfdestructive to you and your family. A fairer incentive structure is the purpose of
PoliticalSheepdog.com.
This book will attempt to explain how PoliticalSheepdog.com, a new internet policy market or
eBay for good government, works. If enough constituents participate, PoliticalSheepdog.com
could drive legislation through legislatures, could invigorate democracy with more constituent
engagement throughout the election and legislative process, and could protect us from multiple
disasters. These disasters might include financial disasters that might result from high Federal
budget deficits, Social Security deficits and trade deficits. Other sources of disasters might result
form high consumer debt with increasing international competition and with an aging population,
which will make it difficult to service that debt. Other disasters might result from the weather
like climate change, from psychology like the opioid epidemic, from geology like earthquakes.
or astronomic causes solar flares, from technology like cybercriminal. This book will challenge
conventional assumptions about money in politics, about ways to stop corruption, and about
intellectual property for public policy. Providing new approaches like markets for legislation,
like using compensation to fight corruption, like intellectual property for laws, like taxes based
on psychological processes that create bad choices, and like money to improve politics should
make this book controversial. The purpose of this book is to serve as 1) a theoretical
explanation, 2) a practical user’s guide and 3) a sales tool to promote PoliticalSheepdog.com and
other future policy markets.
The book should educated lay persons how we can use markets to correct current failings in our
system. This book should also explain to the lay person and political activists the theory behind
policy markets and how to use policy markets like PoliticalSheepdog.com. This book should
also be interesting to members of the press, to policy innovators, to students, to talk show hosts,
to academics, to intellectual property professionals, and to anyone who is concerned about
corruption, the direction of their country and the distribution of wealth.
The structure of this book is more like a manual than a logically ordered book. The earlier
chapters give a general overview of the entire system and the status quo that would probably
interest most readers. The later chapters are for the more serious readers and for readers who
might want to use various aspects of the system. As a result, in addition to a summary at the
beginning of each chapter, the author provides comments about which readers might find the
chapter interesting. The later chapters are for specific users, because all readers don’t need to
understand the entire system in order to benefit from it. Users only need to understand how to
participate in the parts of PoliticalSheepdog.com, which they can use. While the initial summary
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and the overview chapters will explain a portion of PoliticalSheepdog.com, they will help the
reader determine whether or not she or he wants to read further or which chapter he or she might
want to read.
As mentioned, the first chapter is a summary of the entire book for the lay reader. The second
chapter “A Simplified Example of the Process: The Credit Card Industry and
PoliticalSheepdog.com,” is a simplified example of the PoliticalSheepdog process, which
explains how PoliticalSheepdog might counter excesses in the credit card industry. The chapter
starts with the first registration of a description of the policy concept with the U.S. Copyright
Office and proceeds to the enactment of a policy that would protect consumers and the payment
of everyone, who helped with the creation and passage of the policy.
The third chapter, “The Status Quo and Fixing It,” discusses the current state of the United States
and the problems like corruption and our deficits, which PoliticalSheepdog.com could correct.
Then, the fourth chapter, entitled “History of PoliticalSheepdog.com,” describe the development
of PoliticalSheepdog.com and the motivations behind that development.
The next seven chapters deal with theory. While written for the interested lay reader, these
chapters would be more interesting to the specialists like economists, politicians, policy
entrepreneurs, etc. The fifth chapter, entitled “Policy Markets and Corruption,” explains the
causes of corruption and why markets are the best approach to fight corruption. The sixth
chapter, entitled “Basic Economic Theory,” reviews supply and demand curves and develops a
standard of fairness for markets and PoliticalSheepdog.com from those curves. The seventh
chapter, “Quick Review of Welfare Economics,” explains when markets can produce suboptimal
results. The eighth theoretical chapter, “Intellectual Property Theory,” explains why intellectual
property is necessary and uses the fairness concepts from “The Basic Economics” chapter to
develop a new theory of intellectual property, which we can apply to legislation. The ninth
chapter, “Psychological Market Failure,” explains how psychological states of mind result in
suboptimal purchasing and explains why businesses must prey on the psychological weaknesses
of consumers. The tenth chapter, “Government Failure,” explains how governments cause
suboptimal choices. The eleventh chapter, “Justification, Synthesis and Promise,” attempts to
weave the theories together to explain why PoliticalSheepdog.com is necessary.
The twelfth chapter, “Innovators, activist/organizers: PoliticalSheepdog.com Entrepreneurs,”
explains the different types of policy innovators and their appropriate compensation. The
thirteenth chapter, entitled “Chronological Example: HIV and the PoliticalSheepdog.com
Process,” explains the PoliticalSheepdog.com process in still greater detail than in Chapter 2. It
describes the bidding phases of the auction, which were neglected in Chapter 2, and then
summarizes the other graphs used in the lobbying and final phases of the auction. It uses the
fight against HIV as an example to explain how to use PoliticalSheepdog process.
The fourteenth chapter, “Session Level, Primary Election, General Election, Sponsorship and
Cascading Auctions: General Descriptions,” explains how multiple types of auctions can work
together to pass legislation. The fifteenth chapter, Primary Election, General Election, and
Sponsorship Auctions: A Detailed Description, explains the various auctions in more detail. The
sixteenth chapter, “Preserving Integrity,” explains the structure of a foundation that would be
necessary to maintain the integrity of PoliticalSheepdog.com. The seventeenth chapter, “Savings
for Debt” explains how the PoliticalSheepdog.com can provide the savings to reduce our current
debt. Chapter 18 is another summary.
Without the help of many people, this book could never have been written. I would like to thank
Dr. Linda Mahin, who taught me to write and who proofread most of the manuscript. I would
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like to thank Dr. Tom Zak, who taught me welfare economics. I would especially like to thank
Dr. John Leonard, who guided me through economics and helped me with research in economic
psychology and the economics of intellectual property. He helped me develop the concept of
psychological market failure and a new intellectual property theory. He also said that I am
working at the post-doctorate fellowship in economics level in my fields of psychological
economics, welfare economics, and intellectual property economics. Thanks to him, I have
probably developed the best theory of intellectual property based on a technical concept, the
marginal revenue product, rather that the current approach to intellectual property based on twice
the length of an apprenticeship. I would like to thank Joni Prinjinski, who contributed to the
website descriptions and created the logo for PoliticalSheepdog.com. In addition, I would like
to thank my mother, who supported the development of PoliticalSheepdog.com. I would like to
thank my wife, Elizabeth, for her tolerance of my obsession. I would like to thank Ken Fischer
of ClickforHelp.com, whose organization programmed the PoliticalSheepdog.com system. I
would like to than Nicholas Blazer, who has given me insights into politics and who encouraged
me to read Words that Work by Dr. Luntz. I would like to thank Dr. Luntz, because he wrote
Words that Work and has given me sensitivity to the nuances of words. Finally, I would like to
thank Steve Jobs and Steve Wozniak for their efforts to development and to popularize the
personal computer, which allowed a dyslexic to write this book and allowed such a system to
exist.
I apologize to economists for any mistakes that I have made and any oversimplifications to
provide the average reader with an understanding of the basic arguments for policy markets.
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Chapter 1
Brief Summary
Why did Elvis or why do professional athletes become wealthy, while teachers don’t
become wealthy even though teachers appear to create more value? How can the United States
create the savings necessary to pay off our high trade, Federal, Social Security and consumer
deficits? How can we reduce these deficits when greater competition from more market driven
economies like China and India, and when an aging population will make servicing those debts
more difficult? How can we avoid potential extinction from global warming? How can the
United States create a system that prevents disasters like Katrina or the 2008 banking collapse?
If we made the prevention of drug addiction, alcoholism, HIV, etc. profitable, wouldn’t we have
less disease and better health? Why have previous attempts to stop corruption failed? This book
will try to answer these questions. It will also explain the PoliticalSheepdog.com system and
how it could prevent these problems and much more.
Shouldn't people, who do good, be paid and be paid fairly? For example, imagine that you were
a manufacturer and an inventor tried to sell your company a new machine. The inventor told you
that you could use her machine, but you had to give her half of the additional profits resulting
from the machine. As a result, you would have an opportunity for a risk free $500,000. Since
you would probably consider that the $500,000 was a good deal, you would probably accept the
offer, because you would be $500,000 richer and the inventor would have done something good
for you.
If compensation for inventors can be good for manufacturers, then why shouldn’t it be good for
consumers? What if a policy innovator could provide consumers billions of dollars of benefits
that could reduce your costs or save your life? For example, what if an innovator could have
prevented opioid addiction in your children? What if a system could encourage policy
innovators to identify and prevent problems rather than the current system of waiting for a
disaster like Katrina to strike before democracies act? Shouldn’t that innovator be paid fairly?
Wouldn’t such a system be an improvement? In addition, if you want other people to invent
other beneficial policies in the future, wouldn’t you want to provide those inventors with enough
compensation to ensure a culture that could provide infinite benefits in future for you, your
children and their children? Isn’t it better to have more pie, than a smaller share of an equal pie?
Furthermore, Abraham Lincoln in his attack on slavery said that a man ought to be able to eat the
bread that he makes. As a result, shouldn’t policy innovators, who protect consumers, have a
share of the benefits that they create for consumers? Wouldn’t it be better if the people, who did
the most good, adjusted for competition, received the greatest income to signal to inventors and
their supporters that good was valuable? Shouldn’t policy innovators, who protect consumers
receive a share of the benefits that they produce in order to signal priorities to future policy
innovators that we need protective policies and to prioritize what policy innovations need
creation?
In addition, government in its many forms is an invention to organize society. As a result,
government is a technology. Since government is a technology, shouldn’t we treat government
like any other technology? Shouldn’t we protect value-creating policy innovators with
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intellectual property to encourage them to compete sustainably to create more innovations and
technologies?
Furthermore, failure to provide these innovators with a share of the benefits could result in
disastrous, self-destructive consequences, while forfeiting infinite potential benefits of an
intellectual property system. As a result, it is criminally negligent that governments have failed
to provide these policy innovators, whose policies protect consumers, with intellectual property
rights in order to ensure that the innovators receive a share of the benefits that the innovators
create for consumers.
Also, wouldn’t you want to give the first innovator enough compensation to encourage a culture
of innovation that would encourage future innovators with enough incentives to overcome risks
and overcome alternative opportunities to ensure an infinite future flow of benefits for you and
your children. These are the beliefs or premises behind PoliticalSheepdog.com. With
PoliticalSheepdog.com, the policy innovators and PoliticalSheepdog.com would replace the
inventors in the analogy of the inventor and the manufacturer. The consumers would replace the
manufacturers.
The premise for PoliticalSheepdog.com is that people, who do good, even people who invent
public policy, ought to be paid fairly. Fair in this case refers to a technical economic concept the marginal revenue product at zero or its equivalent. The margin revenue product at zero sets
the fair wage for a skill, because it balances competition with demand to determine fair
compensation for different skills. As a result, the marginal revenue product at zero is the
standard of fairness for markets. Since different skills receive different compensation, the
marginal revenue product is a different standard of fairness than material equality. The marginal
revenue product is also superior to material equality, because it provides the most accurate way
to organize billions of human choices into a signal to inform businesses about what people need
and what to produce. Failure to appreciate the marginal revenue product and the importance of
incentives for innovation can result in disasters like the economic and political chaos in
Venezuela under Hugo Chavez and his successor.
In addition, the marginal revenue product is ubiquitous. It controls everything. Even if you
disagree with it, you cannot avoid it. As a result, if you do not understand the marginal revenue
product and its importance, the institutions, which educated that you, have betrayed their
responsibility to provide you with a fundamental education. You, however, are in good
company, because few people understand the importance of the marginal revenue product.
While we cannot avoid the marginal revenue product, we can improve to make it a more
accurate reflection of consumer needs. The current marginal revenue product is vulnerable to
distortions, as occurs with alcoholism, with immediate gratification or with invisible dangers like
the incentives that created the 2008 banking collapse. PoliticalSheepdog.com can provide the
incentives for frontline individuals to create policies to improve the accuracy of all profit signals
to best meet the needs of consumers like you and hopefully provide you and your family with the
best protection from harm.
If you were going to improve the marginal revenue product and create financial
incentives to create “good” government, then what measure would you select? First, the measure
should be broad to help as many people as possible. Economists might argue that we should try
to maximize the benefits to producers and consumers, but producers have several advantages
over consumers. First, producers always have far fewer individuals in their industry than the
total number of consumers, which includes everyone. As a result, it is far easier to organize
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producers into political groups than organize consumers, who are far more numerous and far
more diverse. Second, if producers corrupt the system, they can spread their costs thinly. This
thinness obstructs the ability of consumers to fight corruption, because the costs to fight
corruption will far exceed the costs to individuals or small groups of consumers to fight
corruption. As a result, fighting corruption is difficult and consumers are vulnerable. (See
Greedy Bastards: How We Can Stop Corporate Communists, Banksters and Other Vampires
from Sucking America Dry by Dylan Ratigan for more in this subject.) This vulnerability of
consumers can be reduced or eliminated by PoliticalSheepdog.com, because
PoliticalSheepdog.com can find the minimum number of lowest bidding constituents necessary
to defeat the corruption. Then, PoliticalSheepdog.com also encourages the passage of laws to
have the government pay for the fight. In addition, PoliticalSheepdog.com could use the
unethical revenues influential crooks to starve corruption, while crooks can only cheat with their
smaller devious profits. In addition, since everyone buys things and is a consumer, anything that
protects consumers is going to be broad.
If PoliticalSheepdog.com tried to maximize the benefits to producers and consumers, the
producers might overwhelm the vulnerable consumers. As a result, PoliticalSheepdog.com will
concentrate on consumers, knowing that it is not perfect for now. If someone has a better
measure of “good” for good government or a better process, please inform us.
Since free good government has rarely happened, it is deliriously naive to expect to
achieve sustainable good government for free. This rarity explains the failures of Common
Cause and other “good” government groups to create sustainable “good” government. As a
result, if we are going to create sustainable good government, we need to pay for it. If we are
going to pay for it, the next questions are:
1) How do you measure good government in financial terms?
2) How do we compensate consumer-protecting innovators and their supporters?
3) How do we find minimum compensation to obtain the best government?
To measure good government and to compensate consumer-protecting innovators and
their supporters, is there any other realistic alternative to money? Money is used throughout
commerce due to its flexibility and divisibility. Using money would also blend the value of the
public good with other values in the economy to send businesses more accurate signals about
consumers needs and set more accurate priorities for the economy. As a result, there is probably
no other way to ensure accurate signals to determine the needs of consumers and to signal to
policy innovators what policies to create and to promote, than to use money as a measure of good
government and to compensate policy innovators and their supporters.
Since markets fail to reveal some costs, like the costs of pollution, which effect your or
your children’s health, we must occasionally estimate many costs. While the estimates might be
inaccurate, failing to provide estimates is less accurate, because failing to create estimate
assumes that there are no costs and that eliminating those costs and doing good have no value.
As a result, shouldn’t we use financial measures to reward any good that policy innovators create
with a new public policy? Furthermore, can you think of a better financial measure than the long
term net health and financial savings to consumers as a measure of “good” government and still
protect vulnerable consumers?
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The “net” applies to the difference between the costs and benefits with and without the
policy, including the costs to administer the policy and to monitor its savings. In addition, it
should be noted that that the taxes on one group of consumers to provide benefits for the poor
only impose a net cost for consumers for the transaction costs. The actual benefits of the transfer
payments cancel each other, because both groups are consumers. It should be noted here also
that taxes on the wealthy to subsidize the poor, when the poverty could have been prevented like
the prevention of the 2008 banking collapse, also subsidizes the inefficiency that created the
poverty. These subsidies are a reckless squandering of resources and unfair to everyone.
Net long term net health and financial savings to consumers has several advantages:
First, since we are all consumers, net long term savings for consumers is broad and a
pretty good definition of the public good.
Second, net long term net health and financial savings to consumers is relatively
measurable and relatively non-partisan definition of what is a “good,” because everyone is a
consumer. These savings are more measurable than equality, for which economists have failed
to reach a consensus on techniques to measure its value.
Third, savings through efficiencies could help pay down the debt from our high Federal,
consumer, trade and Social Security deficits with less pain, while protecting us from financial
disaster.
Fourth, since the system requires that the payments can only come from a share of the
total negotiated or arbitrated estimated savings generated from that a policy, these limits ensure
that the consumers like you always benefit. These requirements also ensure that the
compensation for PoliticalSheepdog.com is tied to the welfare of consumers like you and your
family. As a result, consumers would always benefit and these benefits can extend into infinity,
while the costs would only be temporary.
Fifth, since corruption causes costs to consumers like you, PoliticalSheepdog system
could use net long-term savings from corruption reduction to crush corruption. In addition,
limits set by a share of total savings would also prevent corruption from PoliticalSheepdog.com.
Sixth, savings can provide a source of funds with which to pay people, who create the
“good” policy. As with the example of the inventor and the manufacturers, if we create savings,
some of those savings can pay the PoliticalSheepdog.com participants for their innovation and
support. Clearly, PoliticalSheepdog.com can provide potential for a win-win-win situation here.
Seventh, long term net health and financial savings for consumers in a changing economy
could provide a rapid signals for a quicker prevention. As a result, PoliticalSheepdog.com could
create a nimbler entrepreneurial public policy development and implementation of consumer
protecting policies. This rapidity will also make the United States a more efficient international
competitor.
Eighth, if there are any mistakes, deviants, or excesses in the PoliticalSheepdog.com
system, creating excess costs for consumers, individual policy innovators would have the
incentives to correct them, which could provide savings for consumers. As a result, the system
would be self-correcting.
Finally, since long term savings also applies potential health and mortality costs,
efficiencies for citizens implies protection of rights of ethnic and religious minority groups.
Furthermore, the destruction of health could increase costs and destruction of protection of one
group can result in the destruction of the rights for the next group until everyone is threatened,
which can create severe inefficiencies for consumers throughout a nation. As a result,
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PoliticalSheepdog.com could be used to protect at least some and possibly many rights of
minorities.
If we are going pay for good government in order to prevent threats to your family, how
do we determine the lowest sustainable costs to gain that protection and yet compete with
alternatives? To determine these lowest sustainable costs, are there any alternatives to markets
or market equivalents? Markets have two other advantages:
1) An open system like a market would have more transparency and better policies
because more participants would ensure more transparency and increase the pool of innovations.
2) Using markets for public policy could better integrate public sector costs and benefits
into the general economy, which would provide more accurate profit signals for producers to
provide better care for the consumers like you. As a result, we could better align business
interests with your interests.
To improve this alignment, PoliticalSheepdog.com is an independent, non-partisan
internet market and intellectual property system for policies that provide a net long term savings
for consumers. These policies to protect consumers can come from anyone and any registered
voter can lobby for those ideas through PoliticalSheepdog.com.
As a result,
PoliticalSheepdog.com is also a constituent driven lobbying system, designed to drive consumer
protecting policies through legislatures. Its goals are:
• to provide health and financial savings or provide efficiencies for consumers throughout the
entire economy, including government
• to provide constituents, who successfully lobby for legislation that provides greater financial
and health savings for consumers with fair and competitive financial compensation,
• to increase the interest of constituents in legislation and, thereby, improve transparency,
• to improve the creativity of all people to create better laws,
• to improve the agility and quality of government,
• to invigorate democracy and transparency, while decreasing corruption with stronger
relationships between constituents and their legislators.
The key components to this system are an internet market for lobbying constituents and
an intellectual property system for innovators, who create public policies that provide long term
net health and financial savings for consumers. The savings can create either government
savings for tax payers as consumers of government services or consumer savings from the
correction of vast inefficiencies in the entire economy. From these savings and from taxes on
products and services that harm consumers will come the funds to pay and provide incentives the
PoliticalSheepdog.com participants. These incentives could also encourage efficiencies to
protect the people of the United States and other democracies from impending financial disasters,
which could result from high Federal budget, Social Security and trade deficits with high
consumer debt and increasing international competition to give greater security to you and
everyone else.
The actual system of funding should change with each policy, because different policies
will attack different inefficiencies, which will have different causes and with different
beneficiaries.
While many people have told the author that the PoliticalSheepdog.com and its markets
for public policy will never happen, this expression could become a self-fulfilling prophesy.
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PoliticalSheepdog.com will certainly fail, if people fail to join and to participate. Are people
concerned enough, intelligent enough, open-minded enough, educated enough, curious enough,
smart enough, responsible enough to use PoliticalSheepdog.com to save themselves and
humanity or are people too preoccupied, too distracted, too suspicious, too superstitious, too
narrow minded, too prejudiced, too ignorant, too apathetic, too stupid, and/or too negligent to
save themselves and humanity, when there is an alternative to the current failing incentives,
which could result in the extinction of humanity from multiple causes. Sometimes people get the
government that they deserve. Does humanity deserve extinction?
Nelson Mandela once said that “It is always impossible until it is done.” Given the threat
of infinite costs through extinction from climate change and other vicious circles, is there any
other choice than PoliticalSheepdog.com, when it is the only system that can change the
incentives driving risky choices?
In addition, given the large deficits in the United States, the United States must utilize a
system that can promote savings on a massive scale to protect the climate, to increase security
and to reduce the risk a financial disaster. Since PoliticalSheepdog.com could promote massive
savings throughout the economy in all jurisdictions and in both the consumer and public sectors
of the economy, the United States and other democracies probably have no other acceptable
option. They must embrace the PoliticalSheepdog system as quickly as possible, because the
alternatives will be so much worse. For example, if politicians and the public fail to utilize
PoliticalSheepdog.com, humanity might face extinction. In addition, if United States politicians
and the public fail to embrace PoliticalSheepdog.com, the United States could become poorer
and less powerful. If the United States must yield its preeminence in power to countries like
China, the world will be a riskier, more oppressive place. Whether one is worried about human
extinction or the corrupt Chinese oppression, citizens and politicians really don’t have a choice.
Politicians must allow experimentation with PoliticalSheepdog.com or risk the extinction of
humanity or financial disaster. Such as disaster, would risking a world at the mercy of other less
ethical, less democratic governments like China.
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Chapter 2

A Simplified Example of the Process:
The Credit Card Industry and PoliticalSheepdog.com

Who should read: All readers.
Chapter summary: This chapter will describe how the credit card through legal “tricks and
traps” creates costs for consumers and the process by which PoliticalSheepdog.com could
eliminate those costs through legislation and produce savings for consumers.

One example where PoliticalSheepdog.com might provide a substantial savings to consumers
is the credit card industry. According to Elizabeth Warren 1, a law professor at Harvard, the
credit card industry sets “tricks and traps” for consumers, which include “universal default,
default rates of interest, late fees, over-limit fees, fees for payment by telephone, repeated
changes in the dates bills are due, changes in the locations to which bills should be mailed,
making it hard to find the total amount due on the bill, moving bill-reception centers to lengthen
the time it takes a bill to arrive by mail, misleading customers about grace periods, and double
cycle billing.” 2 Furthermore, Professor Warren notes that the terms of the credit card agreements
are incomprehensible and that the language would be difficult for lawyers to understand. 3 The
result can be a real interest rates of 400% and higher.
Professor Warren notes that the credit card companies deliberately target the people, who are
most likely to be unable to pay their pay all of their balances and thereby need to pay penalty
fees. She also notes that loans in the credit card operations of Citi bank were 8 times more
profitable than loans from the combined real estate mortgages, student loans, and car loans p.7.
The profits for their credit card operations were 6.17%, while their margin for their real estate
mortgages, student loans, and car loans is 0.79% with a difference of 5.39%. If we assume that
this 5.39% is a percentage difference holds true of the entire credit card industry, then 5.39% of
the $109 billion 4 or $5.86 billion in profits of the credit card industry result from “tricks and
traps.”
These tricks and traps are the result of an asymmetry of information, because the lawyers and
marketing departments for the credit card industry have a much greater understanding of the
1

Warren, Elizabeth, Harvard Law School, Testimony of Elizabeth Warren, Leo Gottlieb Professor of Law, Harvard
Law School, before the Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs of the United States Senate;
Hearing:Examing the Billing, Marketing, and Disclosure Practices of the Credit Card Industry, and Their
Consumers.
2
Warren, p. 3
3
Warren, p. 4
4
Warren, p. 2
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credit card agreements than the consumers. The result is a form of market failure called an
information failure (see Chapter 5).
If there were a legislation that would eliminate these tricks and traps, the legislation could
produce possible savings per year would be approximately $5 billion and a savings over 20 years
discounted at 7% would be approximately $50 billion. If the PoliticalSheepdog provided the
incentive to invent legislation, which could provide the savings, and could provide the incentives
for political support necessary to overcome the credit card lobby or overcome the credit card
companies before other political pressure might have overtaken them, then
PoliticalSheepdog.com might provide as much as $50 billion in savings to the consumer.
Let us assume now that a consumer advocate like Professor Warren invented a feasible plan
to eliminate the tricks and traps of the credit card industry, which could provide a total
conservative discounted savings to consumers of $25 billion over 20 years. They would first
describe and copyright the policy description, which would include a description of how to
estimate its savings and an estimate of the savings. For example, the plan could be that credit
card companies must only charge a single interest rate per customer and must compete on the
basis of interest rates. Next, the consumer advocate would register the policy innovation with
PoliticalSheepdog.com and pay fees to cover the cost of evaluations. The policy innovation
would undergo an evaluation for uniqueness, probably from a patent attorney. Then, the policy
innovation would undergo peer review by economist or accountants to ensure that the plan would
probably provide savings and that the savings could be estimated fairly precisely.
PoliticalSheepdog.com would first send the plan to a peer (or peers) for review to determine
whether or not the plan and its estimated savings were theoretically feasible. If the peers felt that
there were potential savings and that the savings could be estimated reasonably, then the
inventing consumer advocate would search for possible sponsoring legislators, who understood
the need for fair compensation for policy innovators, for constituents to lobby for consumers in
order to defeat the credit card lobbyists, and for the PoliticalSheepdog.com system. Let us also
assume for now that that the inventing consumer advocate can find enough legislators to sponsor
the legislation in the House and the Senate and would agree to fair compensation to the consumer
advocate, who invented the policy, to constituents, who lobby to support the policy, and to
PoliticalSheepdog.com. Let us assume that the sponsors negotiate with the inventing consumer
advocate and PoliticalSheepdog.com agree on the fees or taxes necessary to compensate
PoliticalSheepdog.com, the inventing consumer advocate, and lobbying constituents. If finding
sponsors is difficult, PoliticalSheepdog.com has auctions (which we will discuss in later chapters
14) that can encourage legislators to become sponsors of legislation with the compensation for
fair policy innovators and PoliticalSheepdog.com.
Now let us assume that a Congressional committee with seven members is going to
review the legislation and vote on the legislation. PoliticalSheepdog.com would then start a
separate auction for that committee.
Before we discuss the committee auction further, we need to cover the goals of the auction.
The PoliticalSheepdog.com auctions have three main goals.
• To provide health and financial savings for consumers and to make countries more
efficient and healthy through public policy.
• To encourage greater fidelity of legislators to their constituents.
• To provide constituents who successfully lobby for legislation that provides greater
financial and health efficiency for consumers with fair financial compensation.
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Central to the auction system is an auction process that determines financial compensation
for the bidding constituents, when their lobbying efforts are successful. Since legislation must
go through committee votes and through votes in lower and upper houses, there can be a separate
auction for each committee vote and each house vote. This process requires multiple auctions
allowing constituents to actively participate in several rounds of bidding. Each auction,
however, has a similar basic format.
Each auction has two phases, a bidding phase and a lobbying phase. As a result, you can
have a bidding phase and a lobbying phase for each committee vote and each floor vote in a
legislative house. The bids in bidding phase determine the order of lobbying in the lobbying
phase. Lower bids lobby earlier, because the goal of PoliticalSheepdog.com is to keep costs low
in order to provide savings and efficiency for consumers.
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When a constituent in the bidding phase of an auction bids on a policy that
PoliticalSheepdog.com supports, the PoliticalSheepdog program sorts the bid to the constituent's
legislator. Next, it ranks all of the bids for the legislator's constituents, including the new bid,
according to size. The program places the smallest bid in the left of a legislator’s column and the
largest at the right, as can be seen in the zoom view column (See below). The program inserts
the new bid into its appropriate place in the column. The right end of the column represents the
total of all of the bids of the legislator’s bidding constituents.
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In addition to the zoom view, screens will usually show another view, the simple view,
which only shows the position of the viewing bidder and not the positions of the other
bidders.
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Once the auction is underway, constituents logging on to bid will be able to view their bids in
relation to other bidding constituents. Their bid will appear as a block on the PoliticalSheepdog
personalized screen that the PoliticalSheepdog program sends to every viewing constituent (See
below). On the screen below, the viewing constituent’s bid of $170 has a special box with a
pattern and/or color representing his or her bid. The left border of the column to the right side of
the bidding viewer’s box (See below) represents the sum of the viewer’s bid and all of the
inferior bids relative to the viewer for the viewing bidder’s legislator.

In the bidding phase, constituents bid
· to gain financial rewards from a share of the policy savings,
· to support legislation on moral grounds or
· to bid due to perceived financial or business benefits.
Bidding constituents compete for lower bids, because lower bids receive an earlier opportunity to
lobby legislators, thus increasing their chances of winning. The constituents must try to
moderate their desires for financial rewards with the competitive necessity to keep their bids low
to compete with other bidders. As a result, greed versus competition will produce a fair market
level of compensation.
Participating constituents can also change their bid as many times as they desire in a
single auction during its bidding phase and can participate in any of the auctions for which they
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qualify. The bidding phase terminates with enough estimated time for the constituents to lobby
their respective legislators during the lobbying phase of the auction.
At the beginning of the lobbying phase, the lowest bidding constituent of each legislator
(See below) is the first to lobby their legislator (See below). Lobbying constituents encourage
their legislator to click the "Support" button. There is no box for the viewing constituent, because
this screen will go to legislators and not constituents. (The following graphs are out of date,
because the columns are now vertical, but the idea is the same.)
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The legislator will choose the “Support” button for several possible reasons.
•

The legislator approves of the legislation.

•

The legislator aspires for reelection.

•

Each bidding constituent actively participates and encourages several other voters
participate in the democratic process.

•

The lobbying constituent may be a campaign contributor.

•

The legislator will want to protect the financial interests of her constituents.

•

The legislator wants to end the lobbying by her constituents. Stopping the process allows
the legislator to control whether their constituents, who lobbied, receive any possible
compensation.

Since the purpose of PoliticalSheepdog.com is to produce savings for consumers, lower
expenses can be maintained, if rewards are limited to…
•

Constituents, who lobbied for a legislator.

•

Constituents, whose legislator supported the legislation.
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In an effort to provide more savings for consumers, the PoliticalSheepdog system eliminates
constituent compensation for constituents of some supporting legislators, when the number of
supporting legislators are larger than the minimum necessary for a majority, because the
legislative protocol only requires a minimum majority. For example, if a committee has 7
members, only 4 committee members are necessary to pass the legislation. As a result, the
PoliticalSheepdog system would reward the 4 lowest bidding groups of constituents, who
lobbied and whose legislator voted for the legislation, even if 5 or 6 legislators voted for the
legislation.

If there are 401 legislators in the lower house of a legislature and 201 are necessary for a
working majority, but 250 legislators voted for the legislation, then there will be 201
legislators with winning groups of lowest bidding constituent, who will have winning
constituents.
Competitive lobbying among constituents of a legislator occurs within the horizontal
columns, while competitive bidding against the constituents lobbying other legislators occurs
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between the columns. Legislators compete to allow their lobbying constituency to remain among
a number of legislator’s groups of lobbying constituents with lowest bids. This number equals to
the number for the minimum majority like the lowest bidding 4 groups in a committee of 7.
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Since constituents must compete against the constituents of other legislators, the program
ranks the bids of all lowest bidding constituents, who lobbied, and arranges columns from the top
to the bottom to allow legislators to see how constituents are competing. The column with the
lowest bid is on the top and the column with the highest bid is on the bottom (See
below). Columns will attain random lengths, because each legislator will have a different number
of bidding constituents with different bids (See below). (The following graphs are out of date,
because the columns are now vertical, but the idea is the same.)
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In the second round of the lobbying phase, the next to lowest bidding constituent of each
legislator is the next to lobby their legislator (See the blue box below). The second lobbying
constituent also encourages her legislator to click the "Support" button (See below). The
program ranks the columns by the sum of the bids of the first and second bidding/lobbying
constituents from top to bottom, such that the column with the lowest sum of lobbying
constituent bids is on the top. (See below). (The following graphs are out of date, because the
columns are now vertical, but the idea is the same.)
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The second round or later rounds of the lobbying phase may alter the ranks of the sums of
the bids by the constituents, who lobbied. These altered ranks will change the order of the
legislators. For example, the ranks of Oconnell, Dulaney and Frederick changed in the second
round of lobbying. (The following graphs are out of date, because the columns are now vertical,
but the idea is the same.)
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When the legislator clicks on the "Support" button to stop the lobbying, the graph reflects
this action for other legislators with a change of pattern color in the portion of the column
representing the two constituents who lobbied and the constituents who are waiting to lobby. In
the graph below, Hatch clicked on the support button and the graph changed the color to light
blue and red. (The following graphs are out of date, because the columns are now vertical, but
the idea is the same.)
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1. During the lobbying phase, a constituent, who bid, may want to view the relative position of
his bid in the auction. As a result the viewing constituent receives a personalized
screen. The example of a personalized screen below shows the viewing constituent as the
second bidder for Cardin and shows a green color to identify his bid. (The following graphs
are out of date, because the columns are now vertical, but the idea is the same.)

2. The lobbying ends when either:
•

All of the legislators click the “Support” button

•

The auction master stops the auction prior to a floor or committee vote, thus completing
the auction.
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At the end of the auction, groups of constituents may only become winners (See below), if
•

They have lobbied to be in their group,

•

Their legislators voted for the legislation,

•

A constituent group’s sum of bids must be among a number of lowest sums of lobbying
constituent groups. That number must equal to the minimum number to reach a majority
as majority of 4 in committee of 7. (The following graphs are out of date, because the
columns are now vertical, but the idea is the same.)
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The following graph shows a slightly different situation. In this graph, Dulaney voted
against the legislation. Thus, Dulaney has blue in his column, signifying a vote against the
legislation. The gray, green, and blue colors represent the sum of the bids of the constituents
who lobbied their respective legislators and the pink represents the additional sums of the
constituents, who had higher bids and did not have a chance to lobby. The green represents the
winners. The gray represents the losers, because the sum of the bids of the lobbying constituents
was too high. The dark green box in the Mikulski column represents the viewing constituent's
bid on his or her personalized screen. (The following graphs are out of date, because the
columns are now vertical, but the idea is the same.)

Constituents can lose the auction for 4 reasons:
•

Failure on the part of their legislator to support the bill (See the blue color below),
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•

The constituent’s bid was too high and the legislator clicked the “Support” button before
the constituent could lobby (See the pink color below),

•

The auction master ended the auction before the constituent could lobby (See the pink
color below),

•

The sum of the bids of the lobbying constituent's lobbying group was too high (See the
gray color).

3. Winning the auction is the initial step for constituents to win their bids as compensation.
There are three additional steps.
•

The legislation must pass through all appropriate committees and all appropriate house
floor votes.

•

An executive such as a mayor, governor or President must enact the legislation.

•

The inventor of the legislation, PoliticalSheepdog.com, and the government must
determine and agree that enacted legislation created actual savings for consumers and an
estimate of those savings. For example, if the reduced profitability of the credit card
companies could be used to determine the savings created from legislation designed to
protect the credit consumer from predatory practices by the credit card industry.

Monetary compensation for inventors of the policy, lobbying constituents, and
PoliticalSheepdog.com is based on fees or taxes connected with savings, such at taxes on credit
card interest charges, since these consumers would receive the most savings. Now let us
conservatively assume that the saved $2.5 billion per year from the consumer advocate’s policy
and let us assume that negotiations and possible arbitration between innovators determines that
the inventing consumer advocate was only 2 years ahead of other researchers, who were likely to
have developed the policy (See chapter 8 on intellectual property). As a result, let us assume that
the inventing consumer advocate would receive 50% of the total savings for 2 years or $2.5
billion. (If, however, there were several policy innovators with different policies that could
produce the same effect, their competition might result in far less compensation for them and the
return for the consumers would be greater.)
Furthermore, let us assume that
PoliticalSheepdog.com receives 10% of the savings for 10 years of its patent or a discount $1.75
billion. Let us also assume that it takes $100 million for the constituents, who bid and lobbied to
support the legislation and another $1 billion for the government, PoliticalSheepdog.com and the
inventing consumer advocate to collect the data and to negotiate and possibly arbitrate
reasonable estimates of yearly savings. In return, the consumers would receive approximately
$20-22 billion in savings or a virtually risk free return of almost 400% more than the fees or
taxes that the constituents would pay to support the system.
The fees and taxes must, however, be lower than estimated savings for the constituents to
prevent corruption of the system. This requirement always ensures benefits for consumers. The
PoliticalSheepdog system is a great deal for consumers.
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Chapter 3
The Status Quo and Fixing It

Who should read: every reader of this book.
Summary: This chapter will cover the challenges that the United States faces and weakness
in its current politico-economic system. It will also briefly attempt to explain how the
PoliticalSheepdog.com internet market, designed to drive legislation through legislatures, could
invigorate democracy and protect the United States from an impending financial disaster,
resulting from high Federal budget, high Social Security and high trade deficits with high
consumer debt, with expensive oil, with an aging population and with increasing international
competition.

While paying the $80 gas bill a U-Haul truck at a Vermont corner store in June of 2006, the
clerk, who was a tall, white haired New Englander said that he was scared just to fill the tank of
his car, when he filled it with $30 of gas. He should have been scared. The United States was in
trouble and still is in trouble.
The U.S. is like the frog in a folk warning that says, if you put a frog into boiling water, the
frog will try to escape, but, if you put a frog into lukewarm water and raise the temperature
slowly, the frog will cook. The U.S. is like the cooking frog, because we face a slowly
percolating “Perfect Storm,” consisting of high trade, high Federal budget, high Social Security,
and high consumer deficits combined with potential extinction from climate change. What
makes this debt worse is that we are entering in a new era with expensive oil, with an aging
population, and with greater competition due to the trend toward market driven economies in
countries like India and China, in which it will be harder to pay those debts. The U.S. is also in
trouble, because special interest groups buy excessive influence in our representative democracy.
We have other costly problems. Illegal drugs cost their consumers in the United States
$65 billion in 2004 5 If we add the medical and other indirect costs of drugs, the costs were
$114.2 in 1995 and probably more now 6. Gambling costs consumers in the United States $47.3
billion in 20057.
Alcohol revenues in the United States were $148.2 billion in 2006 8 . Of this $148.2
billion, the top 5% of the drinkers drink are responsible for approximately 25-27% of the total
5

Tandy, Karen. Money Laundering: Current Status of our Efforts to Coordinate and Combat Money Laudering and
Terrorism Financing. http://drugcaucus.senate.gov/moneylaundering04tandy.html 2004
6
Rice, Dorothy P., “Economic Costs of Substance Abuse, 1995,” Proceedings of the Association of American
Physicians, Vol. 111, No. 2, pp. 119-125
7
Zimmerman, Kevin. “Global Casino Gaming Revenues to Top $100 billion by 2009.” The Hollywood Reporter.
10/10/2005).
8
“Alcoholic Drinks in the United States”: Industry Profile, December, 2006, p. 7.
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and the top 20% of the alcohol consumers drinker are responsible for about 87-89% of the total 9.
As a result, since 20% of the drinkers probably include most alcoholics and most problem
drinkers, approximately $100 billion of revenue from alcohol is conservatively the result of
alcohol abuse and alcoholism. If we add medical and other indirect costs, drug and alcohol
abuse cost U.S. consumers $245.7 billion/ year in 1992 with approximately $97.7 billion due to
drugs and $114 billion due to alcohol 10. The cost for alcoholism are probably more now due to
growth in alcohol sales 11.
Cigarettes cost the consumers in the United States almost $77.2 billion in 2006 12. If we
include medical and other indirect costs of tobacco, tobacco cost the United States $138 billion
in 1995 13.
As a result, alcohol, drugs, cigarettes and gambling costs adjusted for inflation probably
cost consumers approximately $414 billion or approximately 4% of the GDP each year. In
addition, The War on Terrorism costs us approximately $200 billion/year 14. Katrina cost us more
than $200 billion 15. With only 6 problems, we have almost $800 billion in costs, equal to almost
8% of the GDP.
In addition to the above costs, the United State has had a total of $5.3 trillion in negative
current count balances since 1980 16 when our estimated GDP for 2006 should be $13 trillion17
2006. As a result, Peter F. Drucker is concerned that this $5 trillion dollar imbalance and
continuing yearly imbalances will result in a loss of confidence and a monetary crisis 18 .
Already, investors like Soros 19 are selling the dollar short, expecting a large decline. A rapid
devaluation of the dollar could make foreign goods much more expensive in the United States,
increase inflation, and cause a decline in our standard of living. As a result, the trade deficit with
the Social Security deficit, the Federal budget deficit, the increasing price of oil and increasing
international competition are threatening a “Perfect Storm” of a financial crisis.
9

Greenfield, T.K. and Rogers, J.D. “Who Drinks Most of the Alcohol in the U.S.? The Policy
Implications,” Journal of Studies on Alcohol, 60(1): 78-89, 1999
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/entrez?Db=pubmed&Cmd=ShowDetailView&Te
rmToSearch=10096312&ordinalpos=9&itool=EntrezSystem2.PEntrez.Pubmed.Pubm
ed_ResultsPanel.Pubmed_RVDocSum
10
Alcoholism National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism 1995 Drug Control Strategy, The White House
Office of National Drug Control Policy, http://www.nida.nih.gov/Infofacts/costs.html
11
“Alcoholic Drinks in the United States”: Industry Profile, December, 2006
12
“Tobacco in the United States”: Industry Profile, Datamonitor Plc. 12/2006, p.9
13
Rice, Dorothy P., “Economic Costs of Substance Abuse, 1995,” Proceedings of the Association of American
Physicians,Vol. 111, No. 2, pp. 119-125
14
Combine the evidence from Bilmes, Linda and Stiglitz, Joseph E. The Economic Costs of the Iraq War: An
Appraisal Three Years after the Beginning of the Conflict.
http://www2.gsb.columbia.edu/faculty/jstiglitz/cost_of_war_in_iraq.pdf and Global War on Terrorism: Observation
on Funding Costs, Costs, and Future Commitments, GAO-06-885T, http://www.gao.gov/new.items/d06885t.pdf,
7/18/2006
15
Katrina, “The Long Road Back,” Associated Press, 9/10/2005, MSNBC, http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/9281409/
16
Calculated from U.S. International Accounts Data, Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of
Commerce, http://www.bea.gov/bea/international/bp_web/simple.cfm?anon=71&table_id=1&area_id=3
17
CIA World Fact Book https://www.cia.gov/cia/publications/factbook/print/us.html.
18
Drucker, Peter, “Trading Places,” The National Interest, http://www.nationalinterest.org/Article.aspx?id=10486,)
01/03/05
19
David, Javier, Soros Selling Dollars, Hits US Policy and
http://www.globalpolicy.org/socecon/crisis/2003/0520soros.htm Reuters, 5/20/03
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In addition to a monetary crisis and the above costs, if the United States can reach $800
billion with only 6 examples, there are probably many other smaller costs at the Federal, state
and local levels throughout all sectors of the economy, which cumulatively may cost the
consumers hundreds of billions and possibly trillions of dollars. We have these costs, because
the political, socio-economic system has some intrinsic flaws like undue influence of special
interest groups and consumer psychological weaknesses. If consumers and the politicaleconomic system in the United States didn’t have flaws, then how could United States get into
such a mess?
In addition, Common Cause, a nonprofit, nonpartisan citizen's lobbying organization
promoting open, honest and accountable government has been around for almost 40 years and we
still have corrupt legislation. If their assumptions behind their and their fellow “good”
government foundations were valid, special interest groups would probably have less influence.
The basic flaw of Common Cause and other similar “good” government organizations is the
assumption that we can get good government for free, that donations, which allow free riders,
will be adequate to fight corruption and/or that we can trust our politicians to do the right thing.
These assumptions are so naïve and so obviously absurd that they are both humorous and tragic.
These absurd assumptions are challenged by PoliticalSheepdog.com.
The
PoliticalSheepdog.com assumption is that you can not get good government for free.
PoliticalSheepdog.com assumes that we need competitive markets to find the lowest fair price to
pay for the best policies and the best government. These markets can reduce costs for the
consumer and signal what types of policies we need a help prioritize legislation.
Since costs of waste and lost savings for consumers may be in the trillions of dollars, these
costs can create tens and possibly hundreds of billions of dollars in opportunities for policy
innovators and constituents in a similar way as the previous example with the inventor, who
could save the manufacturer $1 million in return for a share of the savings. For example, if we
made prevention of alcoholism profitable, we might save $114 billion, while providing
opportunities to entrepreneurs and constituents. If PoliticalSheepdog.com, its associates, and
policy inventors provide net dynamic savings for the consumers in exchange for a share of the
savings, then we have a win-win situation for the policy inventors, PoliticalSheepdog.com, its
associates, and the consumer. This win-win situation is even better, because it sends a signal to
future inventors that savings for consumers is important, which will increase competition and
lower costs. Everybody becomes wealthier through less waste and greater efficiency. This
efficiency could apply to every jurisdiction, because PoliticalSheepdog.com could operate in
every jurisdiction and in all sectors of the economy, because policy can apply to all sectors of the
economy. In addition, if there were greater efficiency, efficiency improvements can protect the
environment.
If United States and its consumers could decrease the above costs and increase the efficiency
of the entire country by 10%, we can create savings to pay debts. The United States could also
increase the competitiveness of the entire country.
Before the United States can take advantage of these opportunities, the leaders in a state must
provide courageous leadership and be the first state to recognize the need for policy markets and
for intellectual property protection to inventors of public policy that provides net dynamic
savings for consumer in order to prove the potential of these systems. The first state that
recognizes PoliticalSheepdog.com as a market and intellectual property system would not only
have risks. It will also have enormous first mover advantages. First, the earliest state, whose
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officials developed new policies and who accepted PoliticalSheepdog.com, could sell policies to
other states and have royalties from those policies. These royalties could reduce taxes.
Second, policy inventors in the first state would have property rights and profits from other
states for the easiest and most obvious innovations, whatever they will be. Third, the state that
has the first policy inventors would be relatively more competitive than other states due to its
greater efficiency, because the PoliticalSheepdog.com promotes savings and efficiency. Fourth,
their citizens would reap the benefits of better, less corrupt government, because corruption
creates costs for consumers. Since PoliticalSheepdog.com promotes savings and decreases costs,
it would act to reduce corruption, which would provide greater savings for its citizens. Fifth, the
state that has the first policy inventors would have a priority claim to support a policy “patent”
office for the Federal government in their state. This policy “patent” office would provide jobs
in their state, because the first state would have the citizens, who had experience working with
the PoliticalSheepdog.com intellectual property system. As a result, states are really in a race to
be the first to embrace the PoliticalSheepdog.com system.
Not only would states benefit, but individuals would benefit. Once the nation embraces the
need for a market and intellectual property system for public policy, hundreds of billions and
possibly trillions of dollars in opportunities will be available to anyone with access to the
internet. These opportunities can be taken by entrepreneurs, who can develop new efficient
policies more quickly. These efficiencies will enable the United States to compete more
effectively against other nations.
Since PoliticalSheepdog.com system promotes savings for consumers in all aspects of our
economy, PoliticalSheepdog.com is probably the only single concept able to provide the savings
to calm the financial “Perfect Storm.” In addition, when we have a system with profit that
encourages more constituents to participate and contribute to campaigns, their greater interest
will result in greater transparency, greater accountability and less corruption by special interest
groups.
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Chapter 4
History of PoliticalSheepdog.com
Who should read: Those who want to understand the history and the motivation behind
PoliticalSheepdog.com.
Summary: This chapter gives a short history of PoliticalSheepdog.com and what
motivated Dr. Gamble to develop it.

While in the seventh grade in 1961 and watching the sun set during the intermission of a
wonderful rendition of the musical, Oklahoma, at my Quaker high school, the author wondered
why Elvis Presley made so much money and why his private middle school teachers did not,
when teachers seemed to create more value. It seemed to him that the person, who did the most
good, should make the most money, but Elvis did not appear to him to do as much good as his
teachers, but Elvis made more money than his teacher did. The result is a paradox, which the
author calls, The Elvis-Educator Paradox.
The author probably became concerned about the paradox, because his father, a professor
at Johns Hopkins Medical School, complained that teachers and other academic professionals
tended to make relatively less money than their counterparts in business.
The father’s
complaints were the foundation of the author’s belief that the monetary values of goods and
services in our country frequently fail to signal the values necessary to maximize the well-being
of our country.
While in medical school in Miami in the early 1970s, the author took a course in
behavioral psychology with Dr. Pennypacker, in which he guided the author in research in how
to apply behavioral psychology to train medical students. In this course, the author studied how
psychologists train pigeons to peck levers based upon the frequency and the immediacy of
rewards after a behavior. While pondering the basic variables like the type of reward and the
timing of the rewards and walking past a Lumm’s, a fast food franchise that sells beer, the
answer to an Elvis-Educator paradox occurred to the author. It occurred to him that the timing
of the rewards (which will be discussed in much greater detail in Chapter 9, entitled,
“Psychological Market Failure”) was a major cause of the paradox.
In order to try to develop an economic theory regarding the Elvis-Educator paradox in the
late 1970s, the author enlisted the help of an economist in Michigan without success.
In the early 1980s, the author tried to patent a system of taxation based on the timing of
delivery of a purchased product, but the patent law prevented the tax at that time, because it
would be considered a way of doing business.
In the mid 1980s, author started working with Dr. Tom Zak of the U.S. Naval Academy,
who taught author welfare economics and helped him develop the basic reasons, why
psychological states like alcoholism encourage suboptimal choices and distort the playing field
our economic system. Although the author wrote several papers on psychological economics, he
was unable to publish them at the time.
In the late 1980s and the early 1990’s, the author’s family summered in Maine, while the
author was working in Baltimore. During his time alone, he researched rationality and later
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intellectual property theory in the McKeldin Library at the University of Maryland campus in
College Park, Maryland. The author greatly enjoyed these library searches and discovering new
ideas. He also gave several talks to the Society for the Advancement of Behavioral Economics.
Two professors, Schlomo Mital Ph.D. and Daniel Fusfeld Ph.D., were particularly encouraging
for my talks on rationality.
In the early 1990’s, the author began studying intellectual property and rationality theory
with the economist Dr. John Leonard. The author believed that the nation needed a patent
system for public policy that was more efficient than the current patent system, if our country
was to level the economic playing field and create an environment that would reduce the
economic distortions resulting from psychological states.
By 1997, the author had come to realize that economists’ problems with rationality
resulted from their definition of rationality, because their definitions for rationality would use a
dependent parameter like an individual’s “choice” or “preferences,” which depend upon
independent psychological phenomena like alcoholism. If the alcoholism results in suboptimal
choices or preferences, then to define someone are rational, because their choices followed their
alcoholic preferences, would be a logical fallacy, because the choices or preferences may both be
irrational due to the alcoholism. The author finally published in the Atlantic Economic Journal in
9/97, which poorly describes this fallacy.
In 1998, the author gave a talk on rationality at the Atlantic Economic Association
meeting in Philadelphia. During the talk, some of the economists understood his logic and
helped defend his case. Others, who were more obstinate, seemed flustered and then defeated. It
was fun to see logic crush their arguments. The talk was entitled, “Sacred Cows Make the Best
Burgers.” After the talk and the discussion, the moderator said something like it was hard to
enjoy burgers in the temple, but the author thought to myself, “The burgers tasted fine.”
The name Political Sheepdog comes from public television broadcast on dogs and was
the result of a conversation with John Wonderlich, who encouraged a funny, non-threatening
name. The public television special described the practice of raising English sheepdog puppies
with sheep to give the puppies the impression that the sheep are their pack. As a result, the name
PoliticalSheepdog symbolizes that participants in the PoliticalSheepdog system were the
sheepdogs or “sheep” with fangs, ready to protect the sheep like public from attacks by the
political wolves, coyotes and foxes.
In the late 1990’s, the author tried to patent an intellectual property system for public
policy. The patent attorney told me that I could only patent the intellectual property system, if I
connected in some way to a computer. As a result, he designed the PoliticalSheepdog.com
market and auctions. While developing the auctions, the author did not realize their potential.
Little by little, however, he discovered that the auction system would drive everything and would
also be of critical importance to our country. To his surprise, every discovery of its potential
only seemed better.
Alex Poonen advised the author on the need for game theorist. Elaine Catalina Ph.D., a
game theorist, worked on the game theory and presented it in a conference. Dr. John Nash, the
economist, attended her presentation without criticizing it.
Much of the support of PoliticalSheepdog.com came from my mother and a gift from my
Grandfather.
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Chapter 5
Policy Markets and Corruption

Who should read: Prospective candidates, legislators, and those individuals, who are concerned
about corruption and who believe that political process should be cleaner.
Summary: The section explains why the current political system is intrinsically corrupt and why
markets for public policy are necessary to reduce corruption.
“To Corrupt,” according to the Random House Webster’s College Dictionary 20, means “to
cause to be dishonest, disloyal, etc., esp. by bribery; to become corrupt.” As a result, if someone
or something does something to make another person lie, steal or become disloyal, or, if
someone is dishonest or disloyal, corruption has occurred. The most important word in that
definition, when considering legislators, is “disloyal,” because constituents, who can vote for a
legislator, are hurt when their respective legislators are disloyal, but we might not consider that a
legislator is “corrupt,” if she lies occasionally to protect the interests of her constituents. As a
result, if a sufficient number of small donors, who were East Coast environmentalists,
encouraged a legislator from an Oregon timber district to abandon the interests of his or her
constituents, we could still have corruption under Campaign Finance Reform. Therefore,
legislative corruption occurs when legislators are disloyal to their constituents. This approach is
better than the definition of corruption by Transparency International, which defines corruption
as “the misuse of entrusted power for private gain,” 21 because the term, “misuse,” is not clear. In
addition, if legislators provided net gains for consumers, would private gains be inappropriate,
when private gains for legislators might provide better government and less misuse of power
under an appropriate incentive system.
Major propagators of corruption are not constituents of legislators to whom they contribute
and are members of special interest groups, who encourage disloyalty and corruption with their
contributions and lobbying efforts. While the profits made through corrupt contributions and
lobbying efforts are extremely costly to consumers as a whole, the costs to individual consumers
are so thinly spread that individual consumers would lose, if they attempted to block the special
interest group. As a result, consumers can’t individually challenge the special interest groups
without loses and the special interest groups send a signal to the legislators that their form of
“good” government is more important than the well-being of their constituents. Examples
include the multi-media companies like Disney and Knight Ridder, who lobbied Congress for
$70 billion in DVD radio rights 22 and the $15 billion in agricultural subsidies in 2005 23. Indeed,
20
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the power of the special interest groups is so strong that even the Republican Congresses
couldn’t limit special interest group corruption 24 when Republicans usually advocate fiscal
restraint.
If consumers, who are usually disorganized, try to fight the special interest groups, there will
usually be free-riders, who do not pay to fight. If there are free-riders, the situation is a little like
payments for national defense. For example, we can’t tell Kim Jong-il of North Korea to nuke
only John Jones in Seattle, because Mr. Jones did not pay his taxes. Since we can not exclude
free-riders like John Jones from the protection of national defense, defense is what economists
call a “non-exclusive good.” If a non-exclusive good exists, free-riders depend on conscientious
citizens to pay the costs for the good. The result will usually be that society will purchase an
inadequate or suboptimal amount of the good, which economists call a “market failure” (see the
Chapter 7, entitled, “Quick Review of Welfare Economics,”). To prevent this market failure for
defense goods, governments usually pay for defense.
Like defense, fighting corruption without government support can also be a non-exclusive
good. For example, if only those who paid to fight corruption reaped the financial reward from
their payments, the payments would appear corrupt. As a result, fighting corruption is also a
non-exclusive good and can also have free-riders. Free-riders exist with fights against
corruption, because the corruption fighters would appear corrupt, if only those, who fought
against corruption, benefited. As a result, everyone must benefit from a successful fight against
corruption, even if only a few people pay. If only a few people pay, fights against corruption can
have free-riders and these fights are frequently market failures. Thus, 1) governments must pay
to fight corruption to obtain an optimal amount of resources to fight corruption.
In addition to government support, a system to fight corruption has many other requirements.
Such a system would require a 2) definition of what is good government and a way to measure
“good,” otherwise one person’s good government will be another’s corruption. Here, we are
going to define “good government” as government that provides the optimal benefits to its
consumers (See Chapter 7 for a more thorough dissussion), as measured with net dynamic
savings or efficiency for consumers. These benefits can come as more goods, services and
health, called productivity 25 , or providing goods, services, and health at less costs, called
efficiency. If a benefit is productivity, production should be maximized subject to cost
constraints. If the benefit is efficiency, costs should be minimized subject to fulfilling a specific
contract or need. Efficiency or savings for consumers should be a necessary requirement for the
definition of good government in order to give it measurable parameters. Since the savings can
include financial valuations of health savings like those used in the valuation of less pollution,
the efficiencies that PoliticalSheepdog.com will use will not be an accountant’s efficiency. Since
we are all consumers and since economists use net dynamic savings or efficiency for consumers
to identify a market failure, net dynamic savings is a convenient and conventional measure of
24
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While efficiency is usually good, because it frees resources for other purposes; productivity is
more complex, because an increase in production of something bad like cocaine can reduce
consumer welfare (See “The Quick Review of Welfare Economics” chapter 7). As a result, if
circumstances do not cause inefficiencies, then legislatures and markets, but not the
PoliticalSheepdog system, should determine whether or not the production is good and how
much production is appropriate for now.
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“good government.” Someday, other measures might also be helpful (See the Chapter 7, “Quick
Review of Welfare Economics”).
Net dynamic savings can also help reduce corruption, because corruption like agricultural
subsidies costs consumers, and a system that promotes net dynamic savings for consumers is
likely to reduce the costs of corruption. Since net dynamic savings like the savings to reduce
HIV can measure good government, net dynamic costs to consumers from legislation supported
by special interest groups can identify and measure corruption like the previously noted lobbying
to obtain $70 billion of DVD radio spectrum by the multimedia companies. Net dynamic
savings for consumers is also relatively 3) non-partisan, because we are all consumers.
In addition, to a definitions of good government and corruption, a system to fight against
legislative corruption should be 4) independent of the government, because the government
officials have conflicts of interest from their many different voters. Since government officials
have conflicts of interest, a system to fight corrupt must be separate from legislators and must
have the protection of consumers as its sole focus.
The system should be 5) constituent driven and provide an incentive for 6) constituents to
contribute to candidates in order to reduce the financial dependency of candidates on corrupting
special interest groups and to improve loyalty of legislators to their constituents. These
contributions by constituents would reduce corruption, because candidates need money, and
because money from non-constituents can cause corruption.
The system should also be 7) dynamic and 8) self-correcting, because someone will always
try to “game” the system. The system must be able to 9) rapidly organize the constituents and
concentrate their actions like a magnifying glass focusing the sun’s rays, instead of the normal
disorganization facing most consumers. The system must also find the minimum number of
constituents necessary to fight corruption effectively for the 10) minimum costs. Since
governments must to pay to fight corruption, governments and a system to fight corruption
require 11) competition in order to minimize favoritism and 12) require a market to determine
how much to pay to fight corruption. The markets must 13) limit costs to less than the net
savings from the policy in order to control costs, and must guarantee 14) net savings for
consumers before any of its participants like the innovators and lobbying constituents in the
PoliticalSheepdog.com system profit to ensure that the system does not become corrupt and
exploit consumers. The system would be more successful, if constituents could provide more
money to candidates than the corrupting special interest group, because money is the mother’s
milk of politics and because more funds would give constituents 15) an advantage. The system
must heighten 16) the interest of constituents in legislation in order to increase 17) transparency.
Whenever possible, a system should try to 18) eliminate incentives for corruption, rather than use
punishment to stop corruption, which only encourages subversion. Finally, the system must be
19) open and provide opportunities to anyone with a policy concept that has a reasonable chance
to provide net dynamic savings (the total long term savings minus the long term costs) for
consumers, instead of the current situation lead by an elite of politicians, pundits, and think
tanks. This approach would allow a broader range of expertise and experience frequently with
greater competition from any creative individual to provide the best policies to reduce costs.
Failure to develop a system by Congress, which can meet all of the above requirements,
explains why we still have corruption, despite multiple attempts like Campaign Finance Reform
to stop corruption. Campaign finance reform is probably failing, because it assumes that we can
get good government for free and does not thus provide profit incentives for good government.
Campaign finance reform is probably failing, because it requires legislators to monitor
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themselves. Campaign finance reform is probably failing, because campaign finance reform is
static or frozen and can not change easily to meet the changing political environment. Campaign
finance reform is probably failing, because it does not utilize an effective market. Campaign
finance reform is probably failing from a psychological perspective, because it relies on
punishment, rather than the destruction of incentives, which psychologists have shown is usually
more successful 26. Finally Campaign Finance Reform is inferior to the PoliticalSheepdog.com
policy markets, because its focus is narrower, while internet policy markets can apply to a broad
array of challenges beyond corruption in all jurisdictions.
In addition, since good government groups like Common Cause have failed to stop
corruption, their business models must have intrinsic flaws. “Good government” groups and
“good government” legislation like campaign finance reform will be more likely to fail as long
as non-constituents can create greater influence with their contributions than constituents can.
As a result, the special interest groups will influence legislators away from their responsibility to
their constituents and the current political process will remain intrinsically corrupting. In
addition, efforts to stop corruption through penalties are fatally flawed from a psychological
perspective as long as these efforts emphasize punishment over the destruction of incentives.
Finally, since the current system is intrinsically corrupt, it will favor the rise of the more
corrupt politicians to positions of leadership. For example, Tom Delay 27 have been indicted, Jim
Wright 28 resigned under suspicion, and Dan Rostenkowski 29 pleaded guilty to mail fraud.
Because the PoliticalSheepdog.com system meets all of the above requirements to fight
corruption, it is potentially the best system for the fight. The PoliticalSheepdog.com system
requires government to pay to fight corruption. It uses net dynamic savings to measure “good
government,” which is relatively non-partisan approach, because we are all consumers. It is
constituent driven, which encourages the legislators to be loyal to constituents. It is an
independent corporation with a single focus – net dynamic savings for consumers. It is a
dynamic, competitive market, which can rapidly organize constituents through the internet and
determine the minimum costs. It is self-correcting, because, if someone tries to corrupt
legislation or pushes it too far in one direction, which would create costs for the consumer, an
entrepreneur could profit developing legislation to reduce corruption costs and returning the
government to a direction that maximizes savings for the consumer. It can provide a profit
incentive for contributions from constituents. To provide an incentive for constituents to
contribute to campaigns and provide greater campaign support for candidates,
PoliticalSheepdog.com has auctions for elections to encourage constituents to contribute to
candidates, called primary and general election auctions (see Chapter 14, Session Level, Primary
Election, General Election, Sponsorship and Cascading Auctions: General Descriptions). In
these auctions, constituents, who make contributions during primary and general election
campaigns, can bid during the respective campaigns and then lobby for legislation, supported by
PoliticalSheepdog.com, later during the legislative sessions, if their candidates win and become
legislators. In the primary and general election auctions, if a contributor donates more money or
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possibly more time to a campaign, the contributor would receive more bidding units. With more
bidding units, the contributors will have more potential for profits or at least a return of some of
their contribution, if their candidate wins and if some or all of their units have winning low bids.
This potential for profits should encourage greater interest in campaigns, greater contributions to
candidates from potential constituents and greater interest in legislators once elected into office.
As a result, the PoliticalSheepdog system would encourage greater transparency and a “cleaner”
source of contributions for candidates with a market that can find the lowest costs. It is correct
and necessary for political contributors to profit from their contributions, when they support
“good” candidates, who provide “good” government, because a system that fails to support
“good” government sends a signal to the public and to policy innovators that we want bad
government. Instead, nations need to signal that we need good government. As a result, profits
for contributions for good government are ethical and necessary.
Since PoliticalSheepdog.com can supply “clean” profit incentives for potential contributors,
if recognized by states as a market, and thereby provide a clean source of funds for candidates,
candidates should be interested. Furthermore, since PoliticalSheepdog.com could run a virtual
debate and can connect donors to candidates, based on the candidates’ positions,
PoliticalSheepdog.com could provide an easy source of funding for candidates and reduce the
need of candidates to beg for contributions from special interests and to compromise their
integrity.
The PoliticalSheepdog.com system also has limits on the total profits available to
participants, which equals net dynamic savings for consumers from the policy, and requires its
innovators through its contract with them to guarantee net benefits for consumers before any of
its participants benefit. Profits from instituting efficient policy can increase constituent interest
and thus transparency of the political scene.
The PoliticalSheepdog system could frequently provide a funding advantage to consumers
relative to corrupting special interest groups. To understand this advantage let us consider, the
cigarette industry as an example. In addition to the health costs of cigarettes, consumers
squander their funds on a product that results in smoke, ashes, and death due to an addiction to
nicotine. As a result, there were large costs for consumers associated with cigarettes. If those
costs had ended earlier, there would have been large savings for consumers, which the
PoliticalSheepdog.com system could have used to finance a fight against the cigarette industry.
The total direct cost of cigarettes to consumers is equal to revenue for the cigarette companies,
their supply chain and distribution network, from which they derive profit. Since the profit is
usually smaller than the revenue and since the PoliticalSheepdog.com system could apply any
savings from the reduction in consumer costs and thereby the reduction of cigarette company
revenues to fight the cigarette companies, PoliticalSheepdog.com system could frequently supply
more funds to fight corrupt lobbying by the cigarette industry than the cigarette industry could.
More funds could change the dynamic in favor of the constituents and consumers, who should
win more frequently (if all else is equal), while saving lives.
Since profit incentives for constituents from the PoliticalSheepdog.com system to fight
corruption will probably make efforts to corrupt legislatures less successful and riskier, these
profit incentives will increase the risks for corrupting special interest groups. These greater risks
will also decrease and possibly eliminate the incentives of special interest groups to corrupt
legislatures.
In addition to increases in the risks for the special interest groups, the PoliticalSheepdog.com
system is open to policies that pass its evaluation with the exception of policies like abortion.
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These policies are so contentious that involvement may risk the legal survival of
PoliticalSheepdog.com. PoliticalSheepdog.com has incentives to promote as many good policies
as possible, because all policies that provide net dynamic savings to consumers are potential
profit centers and because good policies will protect the PoliticalSheepdog.com brand name.
These incentives and openness should also tend to increase access to power, to decrease
corruption, and to provide the best policies for the least cost.
Finally, the PoliticalSheepdog.com system should decrease corruption, because the policy
markets could provide checks and balances on legislatures, while legislatures and government
officials provide checks and balances on PoliticalSheepdog.com.
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Appendix to Chapter 5
Answer to Critics

Net Dynamic Savings for Consumers as a Measure of “Good” Government
Who should read: all readers.
Summary: This appendix defends the use of net dynamic savings for consumers as a measure of
“good” government.
While some people might like to think that legislation reflects the will and needs of the
“people,” many citizens and frequently most citizens do not vote for legislators. Furthermore,
the United States Senate is vastly overrepresents the views of underpopulated states. As a result,
legislative representation will probably fail to reflect needs of the citizenry and is probably worse
than net dynamic savings for consumers. Certainly, combining net dynamic savings for
consumers through policy markets like PoliticalSheepdog.com with legislative representation
would provide a better reflection of the will and need of the citizenry.
One of the objections that people have to PoliticalSheepdog.com is that it is difficult to
measure the savings for consumers. To these objections, I would like to make the following
replies. First, while it will be difficult to create accurate estimates of savings for many policies,
because the necessary measurement parameters are too complex and beyond the capability of
current techniques of analysis, it will be far easier to identify the costs and saving related to other
policies. For example, the savings from fights against corruption might be far easier than
measuring the costs of government infringement on individual liberty to fight the terrorists.
Second, even if the reader can’t imagine how to create estimates of savings that are accurate
enough to be useful for reasonable estimates, there will frequently be other smarter or more
experienced people, who can. We have over 300 million people in the United States and over 3
billion in the world. Among these multitudes, there will be many, many intelligent, creative
people, who can create accurate approaches to determine adequately accurate estimates of
savings for consumers. These people only need incentives, which an intellectual property system
for public policy like the system in PoliticalSheepdog.com can provide.
Third, innovators will develop new, more accurate techniques to measure savings as our
understanding of policy markets improve.
Another problem that government officials seem to have with legislation that provides
savings for consumers is that it does not create new funds. It should be obvious however, that
either there are savings within the existing budget, which could be used to pay the
PoliticalSheepdog.com constituents, lobbyists and innovators, or the government would need an
additional tax or fees, for which the voters should not complain, because the policies, supported
by taxes or fees, would eventually provide savings for the voters.
Another problem some people have with savings for consumers as a measure of good
government is that legislation frequently has other nuances, which savings for consumers do not
reflect. To these critics, I reply that savings for consumers are still a good and accepted measure
of “good” government, which should not discarded, because it does not completely conform to
the critic’s version of utopia. Providing some benefits is better than providing no benefits and
we shouldn’t throw out the baby with the bathwater. In addition, the author believes that many
nuances can probably be measured financially, if approached by someone with enough ingenuity.
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Finally, if anyone can find a better, more feasible measurement tool for “good” government,
there is no reason why the PoliticalSheepdog.com auction system would not work for that
measurement tool.
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Chapter 6
Review of Basic Economics
Who should read: all readers
Summary: This section provides a review of supply and demand curves, market benefits for
consumers, and fairness in a market economy.

In order to understand policy markets and PoliticalSheepdog.com, the reader must first
understand some basic economics and some basic definitions. While most people have probably
heard of a supply and demand curves, we will review them here. To understand a demand curve,
we need to understand the concept of “diminishing returns.” Diminishing returns for consumers
implies that the benefits of a good are usually diminished with each additional item. For
example, if you were eating strawberry short cake and you were very hungry, you would
probably enjoy the first strawberry short cake a great deal, but, if you ate six strawberry short
cakes, you enthusiasm for strawberry short cake would wane. Since your enjoyment of the
strawberry short cake would initially be high but fall with each additional short cake, your
personal demand curve for short cake would start high and then gradually fall. “Diminishing
returns” is thus defined as any rate of production, profits, or benefits, etc. that beyond a certain
point fails to increase proportionately with added investment, effort, or skill 30.
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Economists call this “the law of diminishing marginal utility” 32.
The demand curve for goods and services for a group of people like a nation or state
usually falls with each additional unit. The benefit or utility of each additional good or good at
the margin is called the “marginal utility.” As a result, the marginal utility falls with each
additional good. For example, if there were only one Teflon frying pan in the world, someone
might be willing to pay $5 million for it. If there were two Teflon frying pans in the world, the
next consumer might be willing to pay $1 million for it. The $5 and $1 million are the marginal
utility of those frying pans, when supplies are severely limited.
Where the demand curve meets the supply curve, the point is called an equilibrium,
which creates a price. When the price equals the cost of the last produced unit like a Teflon
frying pan, the producers can no longer provide the good without sustaining a loss. Since the
producer profits until price equals costs, this is the point of maximum profit and is called the
“maximum profit equilibrium.” Since the produced units like the Teflon frying pans are
relatively interchangeable equivalents, the price for the last unit at the maximum profit
equilibrium is the price for all of the equivalent units of production. For example, if producers
produce millions of Telflon frying pans, the value of the frying pan to the last person to buy one
becomes the price for all of the pans, e.g., if the value to the last person is $15, then the price of
all equivalent frying pans becomes $15.
If the price of the frying pans is $15, then the consumer, who would have paid $5 million
for his or her frying pan receives $4,999,985 worth of frying pan for free. The next consumer,
who would have paid $1 million for the frying pan, receives $999,985 worth of frying pan for
free. This value of what those consumers received for free is called “consumer surplus” by
economists. Consumer surplus measures “the difference between the total value consumers
receive from consuming a particular product and the total amount they pay for it” 33. It is a most
important concept, because it explains the success of market economies and how markets create
wealth for consumers, because they receive something for nothing.
Producers can also have a surplus, producer surplus. The producer surplus is “the
difference between the amount that a producer of a good receives from the sale of her product
and the minimum amount that she would be willing to accept for the good. The difference, or
surplus amount, is the benefit that the producer receives for selling the good in the market” 34.
Producers have a similar situation with diminishing returns for employees as consumers have
for frying pans. For example, for each additional employee hired in a shoe factory with the same
machinery, the employer will frequently reach a point in which each additional worker will
produce fewer and few additional shoes and the cost of the shoes will become too high to sell
profitably. As the producer uses more and more additional employees or inputs to create a
product, each additional unit of input will yield less and less product. The amount of product
that the employee or other input produces is called the “marginal product” by economists. As a
result, “the marginal product of a productive factor like a laborer is the extra product or output
added by one extra unit of that factor, while other factors are held constant” 35. As a result, the
marginal product of X, used in producing Y, equals (the change of Y)/(the change of X). Then,
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the marginal product of a productive factor like labor would be the extra product that the most
recently hired employee produces.
If we multiply the extra or marginal revenue from the additional product, which the most
recently hired employee created, by the additional or marginal product that the most recently
hired employee created, we would have the marginal revenue product of the last employee or the
marginal revenue product of the last unit of labor. For example, if the most recently hired
employee produced 100 shoes per day and the employer received an addition $10 beyond other
non-labor costs for each of those 100 shoes, the marginal revenue product of labor for the shoes
is $1,000 for the last or marginal laborer. The marginal revenue product, according to
Samuelson, is the marginal (physical) product times the marginal revenue 36.
Since all similar units like laborers are competing and are replaceable and since employers
must profit to remain solvent, employers only need to pay all similar units like similar employees
the lowest marginal revenue product of the last unit of input, such as the last hired employee at
the maximum profit equilibrium. This lowest marginal revenue product of the last unit becomes
the standard of fairness or market price for the wages of all other inputs, such as the same type of
labor.
The marginal revenue product of the last unit is a crucial concept to understand, because it is
the standard of fairness in a market economy. Standard of fairness is a concept, which Ury and
Fischer described in Getting to Yes 37 a book about negotiating strategies. An example of
standards of fairness might be in the division of an estate. The parent and creator of the estate
could either divide her assets in one way such that each of her children receives an equal share of
the parent’s assets or in another way such that the difference in wealth among her children will
be equalized. If her children had large differences in wealth, then the poorer children could
receive much larger shares of assets. Since both of these solutions are fair, what is fair in a
situation depends on the standard of fairness.
Since the marginal revenue product of the last unit at profit equilibrium is the price of all of
the units of the productive factor, and since the marginal utility in a similar way the price of all
similar products and services, we shall for this book use the term, fair market compensation, to
mean either the marginal revenue product of the last unit before profit equilibrium or the
marginal utility, if we talk about marginal revenue product for a person or marginal utility for a
product or service.
Since we want the economy to be efficient in order to improve consumer surplus and
consumer wealth, the fair market compensation and not equality of wages is the standard of
fairness for the payment of labor in the market economy. For example, when an employee wants
a raise, the most amount of money that another employer is willing to pay for his/her services and not what the employee believes is fair - is the fair compensation. The fair market
compensation – meaning the marginal revenue product and marginal utility - is probably the
most important, least understood, concept in our society, because it describes why your wage or
salary and the price on goods or services is fair.
The market price for a laborer is the profit for that laborer. The profit for a business is price
of a product minus its costs. In addition, profits “signal” 38 what needs to be produced 39.
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Since these signals come from billions of people making trillions of choices throughout the
world in a global economy, profit signals measure the priorities of an incredibly complex
arrangement into an extremely simple form. The same is true for commerce within a country,
because the many, many people each make many choices that evolve into the price of a good or
service. Since the evaluations of human wants are so complex, the Nobel Laureate and
Cambridge University Professor, Friedrick A. von Hayek, argued in The Road to Serfdom 40 that
human wants are too complex for any group of government planner to understand what the
economy should produce through government invention without markets. Hayek also notes that,
if a government favors one group over others and usurps market outcomes, the leader of the
government would probably use the coercion powers of the government make unethical choices.
For example, Stalin stole from the Kulaks and Hitler’s Brown Shirts vandalized the shops and
homes of the Jews in Krystal Nacht. As a result, when the populace fails to appreciate markets
and supports leaders who fail to support markets, the most unethical individuals can rise to the
top. This thesis appears to have substance, when we consider the rise of Hitler, Stalin, Pol Pot,
Mao Tesung, Milosivich, etc.
Hayek’s insights were expanded by Daniel Yergin in his book, The Commanding Heights 41
The title, “The Commanding Heights,” was barrowed from Lenin, who called the large industries
in a nation like steel mills, large banks, and the railroads, the commanding heights. The
Commanding Heights is a history of the trend toward socialism after World War II and the
subsequent trend away from socialism to markets since approximately the 1960’s. The cause of
the trend toward market economies was that the governments in the socialist economies had too
many competing interests, which required political patronage with other people’s money. These
economies had corrupt and stifling bureaucracies that discouraged improvements. The
government industries also had little or no competition and the government officials were
reluctant to discipline workers in those industries, who were their constituents. For example,
Yergin noted that workers would not come to work regularly in some government factories in
India. The result of the absence of competition with government industries was inefficiency,
smaller gains in consumer surplus, and a lower standard of living, which reversed dramatically
when India switched to a more market driven economy.
In addition, the government is better as an unbiased judge and cop, than as a judge, cop and
entrepreneur, because, when the government is an entrepreneur, it can destroy competition with
its judicial and policy powers, creating inefficiency and destroying consumer surplus. For
example, if you are a business owner, who has a conflict with another business in a market
economy, then you should be more likely to assume that your judge will be fair and unbiased in a
court of law. But, if you are a business owner, who has a conflict with government owned
business in a socialist economy, then you face the potential of a biased judge and a police force,
which can destroy your business.
In addition, since Communism attempted to use material equality as its standard of fairness,
we can use it to market economies as an example of the difference between material equality to
fair market compensation as standards of fairness. Material equality has two disadvantages when
compare to fair market compensation or price as a measure of fairness. First, the means to
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measure the value of equality is not clear, while measuring the fair market compensation of a
product or service requires only a comparable market. Second, equality does not signal what to
produce, while the fair market compensation does.
Since the centralized policies of Communism and Socialism could not provide accurate
signals about what to produce, since they frequently destroyed competition and efficiency, since
they frequently created inefficiencies with political patronage, and since they had frequently
unscrupulous, brutal, corrupt leaders; communism and socialism frequently failed. The market
economies were more successful according to Yergin, because competition requires efficiency,
which, in turn, produces consumer surplus, consumer wealth and a rising standard of living,
while Leonard 42 noted that the massive killing in Communist countries like Cambodia created a
loss in consumer surplus.
Since most of the assets of the wealthy are in factors of production, which generally increases
the amount of products and decreases the costs to the consumer, taxing the rich in the push
toward material equality can become self-destructive and cannibalizes the productive assets or
future productivity for the poor and average person. The debate between these two standards of
fairness, material equality and the fair market compensation, has been one of the great debates in
our legislatures with the Democratic Party in the United States championing material equality
and the Republican Party championing the fair market compensation (meaning marginal revenue
product) and prices.
In summary, the fair market compensation and prices are a better standards of fairness than
material equality, because it provides more accurate priorities, greater efficiency, greater
consumer surplus and, therefore, greater wealth for consumers.
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Chapter 7

Quick Review of Welfare Economics
Who should read: talk show hosts and anyone, who wants to understand the purpose of
government.

Summary: This section will cover some economic concepts concerning welfare economics
(maximization of a country’s living standards) and market weaknesses. These weaknesses result
in from failure to maximize citizen well-being and are called market failures. This analysis will
emphasize certain goods and services, from which market structures fail to exclude free riders.

Welfare economics has relatively little to do with welfare payments by the government to the
poor and disabled, so the reader should not confuse welfare economics with welfare assistance.
Welfare economics “attempts to maximize the level of social welfare by examining the economic
activities of the individuals, who comprise the society.” Welfare economics is concerned with
the well-being of individuals, as opposed to groups, communities, or societies, because it
assumes that the individual is the basic unit of measurement. It also assumes that individuals are
the best judges of their own well-being, that people will prefer better well-being to worse wellbeing, and that well-being can be adequately measured either in monetary terms or as a relative
preference 43. In another definition, “welfare economics is the branch of economic thought that
deals with economic welfare, including especially various propositions relating competitive
general equilibrium to the efficiency and desirability of an allocation” 44.
One of the pioneers in welfare economics was an Italian mathematician, named Vilfredo Pareto,
who created the concept of the Pareto Optimality. The Pareto optimality occurs at an
equilibrium where there is no possible change that could make everyone better off 45. The Pareto
optimality is the gold standard and Holy Grail of welfare economics, because the Nobel
Laureate, Kenneth Arrow with his impossibility theorem 46 showed that the Pareto optimality
would be difficult to verify. As a result, one measure of well-being might be the sum of the
consumer surplus plus and the producer surplus 47 . If the well-being is deficient due to an
inefficient allocation of resources, that deficiency is called a dead-weight loss 48 , which
economists can measure through measurements in the net changes in consumer and producer
surplus. While improvements in the total well-being, which would include producer surplus,
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might be a theoretically preferable parameter relative to net dynamic savings for consumers for
PoliticalSheepdog.com, PoliticalSheepdog.com should probably use net dynamic savings for
consumers for the following reasons. First, these improvements consumer and producer surplus
would probably be more difficult to measure and, thus, less feasible than net dynamic savings for
consumers, which will, also, frequently be too difficult to measure.
Second, since producers are frequently fewer, they are frequently better organized than
consumers. As a result, better organized producer special interest groups relative to consumers
bias antitrust government agencies 49 toward producers and is commonly recognized to bias
legislatures against consumers. Due to similar reasons, PoliticalSheepdog.com might become
biased against consumers, if it used reductions in dead weight losses as its measurement
parameter. PoliticalSheepdog.com, however, may be able to reverse the bias against consumers
and provide better balance, if it used net dynamic savings for consumers as its parameter of
society’s well-being.
Third, while net dynamic savings may not measure reductions in the deadweight loss and
improvements in the well-being of society, the reductions in the deadweight loss and the
improvements to the well-being of society may not be possible without an exchange of a portion
of the producer surplus to PoliticalSheepdog.com and its participants. As a result, the use of net
dynamic savings for consumers by PoliticalSheepdog.com should be especially appropriate,
when a producer is acting in a self-serving way that hurts consumers, because, much of the
improvements in consumer surplus and the producer surplus for PoliticalSheepdog.com would be
transferred from the ill-gotten producer surplus, if PoliticalSheepdog.com used net dynamic
savings for consumers as a parameter for “good” government. Thus, while net dynamic savings
might not strictly measure improvements in total well-being of society resulting from the
PoliticalSheepdog.com supported policies, it a feasible and useful tool. It would also increase
the size of the potential compensation and incentive by policy entrepreneurs and participating
constituents, which should add more bias to the system in favor of the consumer and help it
survive without a net loss in the well-being of society. For these reasons, PoliticalSheepdog.com
intends to use net dynamic savings as its principle parameter of “good” government and
improvements in the well-being of society. If, however, total well-being and reductions in
deadweight losses become more feasible to measure and/or if PoliticalSheepdog.com pushes the
pendulum too far toward the consumer, PoliticalSheepdog.com reserves the right to switch to
total changes in consumer and producer surpluses as a parameter for “good” government and its
objective.
It is the intention of PoliticalSheepdog.com to account for the potential surpluses of
consuming producers as an addition to consumer surplus, which result from a policies that
improve the well-being of consumers, as a consumer surplus.
As noted earlier,
PoliticalSheepdog.com also intends to account for saving monetized savings in health, consumer
time, and mortality as consumer surplus.
Hopefully with this accounting, the
PoliticalSheepdog.com market will achieve a more optimal distribution of resources.
When the distribution is a sub-optimal situation exists, someone could have better well-being
without a loss in well-being by anyone. When markets fail to allocate goods and services
efficiently, we have a market failure, which “occurs when externalities, oligopolies,
oligopsonies, or some other force causes the theoretically beneficial properties of a free market
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equilibrium to break down. Equivalently, a market failure is the failure of the market to allocate
resources to the point where marginal social benefits equal marginal social costs” 50. There are
four main causes of market failure; “abuse of market power; failure to account for externalities;
the provision of public goods; and asymmetry of information, that is, where one actor knows
more about market values than other actors in the sector” 51.
Please note that a market failure is not a stock market crash. One example of a market failure
and abuse of market power is a monopoly. Monopolies cause market failures, when they sell too
little of a good at a price, which is too high, relative to a competitive equilibrium. As a result,
there is a loss of consumer surplus, because consumers must pay an above market price and their
income will not buy as much and because they can not enjoy an adequate supply of the good.
Another example of a market failure is a public good. A public good is “a good that is both
nonexcludable and nonrival. A good is nonexcludable, if it is not possible to prevent anyone
from consuming the good once it has been made available to the public. A good is nonrival, if
one person's consumption of that good does not reduce the quantity available for consumption by
someone else” 52 . An example of a non-rivalrous good would be a sidewalk, because many
people can use it without reducing the quantity available to others. If one or a hundred thousand
people use a sidewalk on a given day, it does not make much difference. In addition, it would be
too expensive to place a toll booth on every corner too ensure that people pay to use the
sidewalk. Since it would be inefficient for users to pay tolls for sidewalks, we would have a
market failure without government intervention. As a result, governments usually pay for
sidewalks.
An example of a non-exclusive good can be national defense like the example of John Jones
and the North Koreans in Chapter 5. If a non-exclusive good exists, free-riders can also exist,
who don’t pay for their share of the benefit. As a result, there is a danger that too little of a nonexclusive good like defense would be produced under purely market environment. Since the
market would produce too little of the non-exclusive good, it is frequently necessary for the
government to produce a more optimal amount of the good. For example, governments usually
provide national defense.
Another example of a necessary non-exclusive good would be efforts to fight corruption. If a
situation occurred in which only those people who contributed to Common Cause in the fight for
Campaign Finance Reform actually profited from Campaign Finance Reform, their profits would
probably still appear self-serving and corrupt. As a result, the fight against corruption must
protect everyone and not only those, who paid to fight corruption. Thus, many people, who did
not contribute to Common Cause or other “good” government organizations could still benefit
from Campaign Finance Reform (if there are any benefits). As a result, Campaign Finance
Reform had free riders. We can, therefore, consider the efforts to fight corruption as a nonexclusive good. Efforts to fight corruption are probably also non-rivalrous and there therefore
what economists would call fights against corrupt a “public good.”
Another example of a market failure would be what economists call information asymmetry.
An information asymmetry occurs when different parties have different information about a
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product, which distorts the market price. An example of an information failure is when a used
car salesperson withholds information from a consumer that the car is a lemon or was in a crash.
The consumer buys the car at a higher price than the consumer would have paid, if the consumer
possessed the negative information about the car.
Another example of a market failure is occurs when two parties transact business that effect a
third party, who was not part of the transaction. For example, pollution from an Ohio electric
utility selling to Ohio consumers creates acid rain, which damages the lake and streams of New
Englanders, who are the third party. Economists call this type of market failure, an externality.
Acid rain would be a negative externality. An example of a positive externality might be private
undeveloped woods, which provide scenic views for those, who live next to or near the woods.
In summary, the main points of this chapter are: 1) Markets can fail to provide an optimal,
efficient distribution of resources. 2) Net dynamic savings is a feasible was to measure “good.”
3) Fighting corruption is a non-exclusive good. 4) Markets can fail to maximize well-being. 5)
When markets are inadequate, a non-market intervention like government intervention can help
provide a more optimal utilization of resources.
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Chapter 8
Intellectual Property Theory

Who should read: Politicians, intellectual property professionals, PoliticalSheepdog.com
innovators and policy entrepreneurs and anyone, who wants to understand why we need
intellectual property for public policy or wants to understand PoliticalSheepdog.com better.
Summary: Intellectual property such as patents and copyright is theoretically necessary and
appropriate, because intellectual property can provide more new products, earlier products, and
infinite benefits for temporary costs. Intellectual property could either reflect the fair market
compensation of the inventor’s innovation or be high enough to encourage a culture of
innovation.

Another example of market failure would be the losses that might occur without intellectual
property. Intellectual property includes patents, trademarks and copyrights. Patents were first
devised in Venice in the 1400s to attract the best and the brightest to Venice for a trade
advantage 53 . In England, the first patents were established to encourage inventors to reveal
secret processes 54. Since information about a new technology is frequently difficult to conceal,
noninventor could compete without the investments of their time, ingenuity and money.
Innovation is therefore frequently a non-exclusive good and an inventor may not be able to
obtain the fair market compensation or marginal revenue product for his innovativeness. As a
result, he would not be able to reclaim any of his or her investment 55 in research, development
and marketing 56 adjusted for risk 57 without protection with intellectual property rights. Since
intellectual property gives the inventor a monopoly or greater control over their innovation and
competitors, who did not have the expense of developing it and could compete freely without
intellectual property, appropriate intellectual property can allow the inventor to collect a
premium that reflects the fair compensation for the inventor’s innovativeness. This premium
sends a signal to potential inventors that innovation is important. Without intellectual property
rights, there would be no profits for inventiveness to signal to inventors and innovators that new
and better products are important to the national well-being. This premium signal also
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encourages innovators and venture capitalists to develop products and services that would never
have been developed or would have had delayed development. As a result, the absence of
intellectual property rights would also result in lost or delayed opportunities for consumers to use
new products like a computer and the lost or delayed job opportunities to make new products like
medical scanners. These lost opportunities would create costs like a higher mortality rate and
would thus create the failure of the society to reach the maximum social well-being that could
have been reached with intellectual property rights. In addition, Josh Lerner found that
“wealthier nations are more likely to have patent systems” and “to allow patentees a longer time
to put their patents into practice” 58. This evidence suggests, but by no means proves, that patents
and especially patents with longer protection help create wealth and surpluses in a nation.
Compensation for innovation should reflect an optimal balance between the inefficiencies
from monopolistic control over the innovation and from the infinite opportunity costs (possibly
discounted) of lost benefits of innovations that were never realized or were delayed, because the
profit potential was inadequate to send an adequate signal. The costs of lost benefits can be
infinite, because information can have an infinite life. (While the benefits might be discounted,
what rate of discount rate would be appropriate? The mortality rate? Would any be
appropriate?) As a result, while it is desirable to have limited protection of innovations, these
limits should be generous to the innovators and provide greater compensation than what might be
their true fair market compensation. Generosity in the favor of innovators is probably necessary
for two reasons. Favoring innovators is probably necessary, because innovators might over
estimate the risks to develop their innovation and thereby fail to proceed with the development of
their innovation 59. Favoring innovators is probably necessary, because nations with long patent
rights appear to be wealthier 60, possibly because longer patents create a culture of innovation and
maximize the infinite benefits from innovation.
It is probably impossible for a government to determine the optimal balance between the
costs of compensation for inventors and the infinite benefits of innovation, because we won’t
know what additional innovations would be developed with a more generous compensation for
innovators. But, attempting to use fair market compensation is a logical start, because it is the
standard of fairness for markets.
While intellectual property is important source of efficiency and productivity, the structure of
current patent system can result in inefficiency61 62. One source of the inefficiency is because it
is a winner-take-all system. The result is secrecy 63 , because, if the inventor shares an
improvement to an idea and helps a second inventor, the second inventor may patent first and
sharing inventor might lose the opportunity to profit due to his or her openness. Without a free
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flow of ideas, there are delays in innovation, which results in inefficiency. As a result, secrecy
creates inefficient delays and duplications in research 64.
Another source of inefficiency in the current patent system is the duration of the patent. One
of the theories behind patent protection is to give the patent holder a monopoly for a time as an
incentive for the inventor to reveal his or her secrets 65 . The problem with the secrecy
justification for the patent system is why should an inventor want to apply for a patent, when the
inventor can obtain better protection from the secrecy than from the patent? The patent system
would be useless. As a result, granting patents to encourage inventors to reveal their secrets is a
weak justification for temporary monopoly protection from patents.
Another weakness of the current patent system is the duration of the patent. Originally in
England, the duration of a patent monopoly was approximate twice the length of an
apprenticeship or fourteen years 66 and the market determined the value of the innovation. Now,
the duration of a patent is 20 years due to international convention 67. The duration of a patent
should, however, be related to the fair market compensation of the inventor, instead of uniformly
set at 20 years, to align the patent system with the rest of the economy, because this fair market
compensation is the standard of fairness in a market economy. If only one inventor could have
invented an invention during an interval, then that inventor should receive a monopoly for that
interval. That monopoly interval should theoretically only last until the next inventor might have
invented it to reflect his fair market compensation (or marginal revenue product).
If the patent system attempted to determine, who might have been the second or third
inventor and the date when they might have invented the innovation, a system would have to
have certain things. First, the innovators in public policy need an accessible, open method that
would make information and evidence available to everyone and would record dates to set
priorities to define who discovered what and when they discovered it. This openness could be
accomplished with applications of innovation descriptions to the U.S. Copyright. The copyright
application would encourage transparency and eliminate secrecy in the inventing process and its
costs of delays and duplications of research.
Second, since there would be a great deal of uncertainty about the relative contributions of
various innovators and when potential innovators might have discovered the innovation, there is
a need for a system that would make a reasonable estimate of its benefits or savings. To
encourage reasonable estimates about the relative contributions of various innovators and when
potential innovators might have discovered the innovation, a system of negotiations between
innovators would be necessary. The system would also maintain the possibility of arbitration
with appeals, if the negotiations were unsuccessful. During the arbitration, the arbitrator would
penalize the most unreasonable party and accept the position of the most reasonable party based
on evidence from the descriptions with copyrights. The threat of penalties should encourage
reasonable and fair negotiations.
Third, the negotiation/arbitration system could use negotiations to determine whether or not
the copyrighted description was an improvement on a previous policy, an entirely new policy, or
64
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steps toward a new policy with the potential to discover a new policy that another inventor
discovered with appropriate compensation for each situation.
The fourth requirement could use negotiation/arbitration system to determine the
approximate date when a potential subsequent innovator might have discovered an invention, if
the researcher had copyrighted descriptions to show that the researcher had the potential to
discover the new policy. Potential subsequent innovators should ONLY be those researchers
with copyrights on descriptions of their research, which show to other initial and potential
innovators of a policy or to arbitrators that they might have been able to discover a new policy
that was discovered by another policy inventor. The descriptions with copyright should be
evidence to prove that the potential innovators were researching the subject and document their
rate of research progress relative to the rate of the original innovator.
The
negotiations/arbitration system could then determine when potential subsequent innovators could
have invented the invention through a comparison of the rate of progress of the original inventor
with the rate of the potential innovator. This determination of the lead of the initial or earlier
inventors is necessary to determine when only the initial could have invented a new policy and
when next and then the next inventors would have developed the policy. The difference between
the initial and the next potential inventor would determine the length of patent monopolies. The
length between earlier innovators and later potential innovators would determine the length of
grants of competitive oligopolies in order to determine their fair market compensation of the
initial and potential inventors. For example, the patent office should not have granted Alexander
Graham Bell, the inventor of the telephone, a 17 year monopoly, but should have grant
Alexander Graham Bell a short monopoly to reflect his short lead over Elisha Gray, his
competitor, and then an oligopoly with the two inventors competing, because Alexander Graham
Bell discovered the telephone almost simultaneously than Elisha Gray 68 . Then, their two
inventors and their companies could had competed for the development of the telephone.
In another example, if the negotiators or arbitrators determined from descriptions with
copyrights that a researcher or inventor might have discovered a patented process within two
years of the original claim, then the original inventor should have a monopoly for only two years
and not twenty. If a third potential subsequent innovator could have invented the innovation by a
certain date like two additional years later, as determined by negotiations or arbitration, then the
initial and first potential innovators would have an oligopoly for two year until the third
innovator could have invented it. These cycles would continue until the fifth innovator could
have invented the invention, at which time there would be no need for intellectual property
protection, because five providers would probably provide enough competition to have the same
results as an open market.
Since it might be difficult to predict from research records when a potential inventor
might have invented and innovation, if the invention might have occurred more than 5 years
later, but less than 15, then these inventors should be included into an oligopoly of less than five
inventors at the tenth year, giving the earlier inventors and potential inventors a 10 year
oligopoly.
Since the current patent system does not provide protection based on the lead of the
original innovators and, thus, does not provide fair market compensation, the current patent
system could theoretically provide inaccurate signals about how much innovation is needed.
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Sometimes the patent signal will provide too much patent monopoly time for inventors with
relatively obvious inventions like a patent on an internet auction, which would have been
obvious to auctioneers. If the patent monopoly is too long, it will result in inefficient monopoly
costs to consumers. The patent signal can also be too great, when the research environment is
competitive. For example as noted earlier, Alexander Graham Bell was only a few hours ahead
of the next inventor of the telephone, Elisha Gray69, and should have only received a short period
of monopoly protection. Instead, the two should have shared an oligopoly.
Sometimes the current patent signal will provide too little monopoly protection for
inventors, whose thinking is way ahead of their time. Innovators could determine their lead
through negotiations with a government intellectual property office. During the negotiations
between a government intellectual property office, the innovator could use the absence of
copyrights in the inventor’s field or art and the complexity of the innovation as evidence to
support his or her lead. The negotiations might have the threat arbitration with potential
penalties for the government or innovator. If negotiation or arbitration showed that the
innovator’s innovation was truly unique, then the inventor should receive thirty years of
monopoly protection and not twenty. More than thirty years, however, would probably be
unwise for even the most unique invention, 1) because thirty years is a long time, 2) because
current developments may have provided the impetus for the innovation, reducing the potential
lead of the initial innovator, and 3) because evaluators would have difficulty determining such a
long lead.
While it might be difficult to determine the exact time that one inventor was ahead of
another, it is only necessary to have an approximate time to be better than the current patent law,
because an approximate time would be more accurate reflection of fair market compensation
than arbitrarily allowing 20 years.
The potential weakness in this approach is that it would probably shorten the length of most
patents, while Dr. Lerner’s previously noted study suggested that longer patent protection might
create greater wealth. Greater wealth may develop, possibly because innovation generally
creates social returns 70 or possibly because a system that provided greater rewards for inventors
also created a culture of innovation. This culture might be more important than greater
efficiency in the patenting process and alignment of the patent system with the rest of the
economy through the application of the fair market compensation. As a result, it might be
inappropriate to abandon the current patent system for a patent system based on the lead of
inventors over other inventors for most inventions.
Never-the-less, an intellectual property system, based on the lead of innovator, might be an
advantageous intermediate patent system for public policy innovations, because these
innovations currently have no intellectual property system and there can be little disadvantage
from a shorter length of patent protection. A system for public policy would need, however, an
additional step to the negotiations described above. The system would require a market, which
PoliticalSheepdog.com has patented, that could provide a fair market compensation, when only
two or a few innovators existed for a single policy. The market would determine the sharing
arrangement of the innovators that would provide a fair market compensation to the innovators
and yet provide the enacting government with the lowest price for the policy.
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Now let us consider a different problem. The reader might still wonder why monopolies that
result from market power cause market failure, while monopolies are necessary for intellectual
property to prevent a market failure. Monopolies created from market power are inefficient and
cause market failures, because the monopolies usually restrict the supply in order to raise the
price. As a result, monopolies can hurt consumers two ways: 1) reduced availability and
opportunities to use a product and 2) increased costs for the product.
Intellectual property, however, helps consumers several ways. First, monopolies are
inherently appropriate as intellectual property, because they reward innovation and protect fair
market compensation of the inventor, when that inventor was the only person, who could have
developed the invention. As a result, appropriate monopolies can send the most accurate signal
to the market and to other inventors about how much innovation and what innovation is
necessary for the economy to prosper. This protection is desirable, because ideas and the
development of those ideas create consumer surplus and the resulting superior welling-being and
wealth 71. In addition, more new products provide more competition for the existing products,
which should frequently lower costs of those products.
As a result, consumers can give
purchasing signals to obtain the most accurate signal about how much and what innovation the
consumers need.
The second way that intellectual property monopolies can help consumers is because
information can have an infinite life (with possibly discounted values) as previously noted. As a
result, temporary monopolies associated with intellectual property can provide infinite benefits
for temporary costs. The third way that intellectual property helps consumers is to give an
incentive for new innovations and to increase the number of new products for consumers, as well
as the opportunities and jobs associated with those products. The fourth way that intellectual
property helps consumers is that these monopolies in intellectual property can increase the speed
of innovation, which again increases opportunities to enjoy and to manufacture the product and
decreases opportunity costs.
An example of how intellectual property can provide major benefits to consumers and
producers is the growth of the software industry in India. Before the 1990’s, India had a strong
copyright system 72, but a weak patent system. Since the copyright system protected program
software and since Indians know English, Americans and European software companies sent
software for development to India, which probably cut costs for these manufacturers and their
consumers. The computer programming industry thrived in India, while the rest of the economy
languished.
Now that India has embraced the market model with strong patents, it has become an
economic powerhouse 73 . The example of India implies that intellectual property can create
wealth in a country, which supports the conclusion that the presence of intellectual property can
create wealth. The conclusion implies that the absence of adequate intellectual property can
result in a suboptimal utilization of resources and a market failure. As a result, temporary
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monopolies from patents are probably necessary to prevent market failures, while monopolies
that businesses create through market power can create market failures.
Summary: Intellectual property is theoretically necessary and appropriate, because intellectual
property can provide more new products, earlier products, and infinite benefits for temporary
costs. Intellectual property should reflect the fair market compensation of the inventor’s
innovativeness, but intellectual property systems should err in favor of the innovator, because
innovation has the potential for infinite benefits.
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Chapter 9
Psychological Market Failure

Who should read: Anyone who wants to understand why markets fail to produce optimal results.
Talk show hosts, politicians, economists, psychologists, students.
Chapter Summary: We will review rationality. We will also explain how psychological states
can result in market failure and why businesses must prey on psychological weaknesses.

In economics and other social sciences, an important concept is rationality. Rationality 74 is
“the assumption that people behave in such a way as to maximize some (subjective) function of
all costs and advantages operating in a situation” 75 . In another definition, “individuals or
organizations are often called rational, if they tend to act somehow optimally in pursuit of their
goals,” but an individual’s goals are “taken for granted and not subject to criticism, ethical or
otherwise” 76.
Both of these definitions have problems from the perspective to the scientific method, which
require “operational definitions of relevant qualities” 77. Such a definition describes or defines
the quality in a way that it can be measured, “as opposed to some more vague, inexact or
‘idealized’ definition” 78 . Since the first definition talks about an “assumption” and “some
(subjective) function,” there is nothing measurable in that definition. In the second definition,
the goals can not be criticized and, therefore, do not need to be measured, even though the goal
may be irrational like the goal of an alcoholic to continue to drink and thereby destroy his or her
health.
If someone is going to measure something, the measuring instrument or parameter must also
be independent or can not be influenced by the thing to be measured. Example, if one is going to
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measure the growth of a child, one does not measure the growth of a child with the child’s hand,
because the child’s hand is growing. Instead, we would use a ruler.
In order to measure and understand rationality in economics and purchasing behavior, the
observer must measure the purchasing behavior associated with various psychological states.
Psychology studies states of mind like drug addiction, alcoholism, depression, etc., which are
called phenomena. A phenomenon is “an occurrence of fact that is perceptible by the senses” 79.
An example of the perceptible (if possibly, non operable) definition of an addiction to alcohol as
a phenomenon is when a person has an obsession with alcohol and when the person must drink a
great deal of alcoholic beverages to the extent that this behavior interferes with the alcoholic’s
normal personal, family, social, or work life 80.
Since psychologists study states or phenomena like drug addiction, alcoholism, and
depression, and since these phenomena affect consumer purchasing behavior, it is essential that
economists understand the psychology behind these behaviors in order to determine how to
maximize the well-being of society. As a result, to understand these phenomena and to
understand how to maximize the well-being of society, observers must use independent
measurement parameters. Thus, economist must use definitions of rationality with measurement
parameters that are independent.
If, however, the definitions use a dependent parameters like preferences, which depend on an
independent psychological phenomenon like alcoholism, the dependent parameter will change as
the independent psychological phenomenon or variable changes. Another dependent variable is
utility. Utility is a “measure that is to be maximized in any situation involving choice” 81. For
example, if you are an alcoholic, you will have a high utility or preference for alcohol and will
therefore choose alcohol, even though most of the public would consider alcoholism as
suboptimal and most physicians consider alcoholism as a disease. The public and physicians
would consider alcoholism as irrational behavior. As a result, economists or psychologists
should be careful to avoid saying something like someone is rational, if their choices follow their
preferences or utility functions, because choices, preferences and prevailing utility functions are
dependent upon other independent psychological phenomena like alcoholism. (Stability in
preferences 82or price sensitivity does not necessarily imply total rationality, if the preference for
the product is driven by a powerful psychological phenomena like addiction that results in
choices that the consumer would not have made without the influence of the powerful
phenomena.)
An independent parameter, which the scientific method also frequently utilizes to measure
things like diseases or behaviors, is a control group 83. The control groups could be compared
with the experimental group against a social parameter like spouse abuse, a health parameter like
liver enzymes, and a financial parameter like bankruptcy to measure the rationality. As a result,
a more operable definition of rationality in the face of alcoholism might state that an alcoholic is
rational if the alcoholic beats his or her spouse the same number of times per year or loses her or
his job and declares bankruptcy the same number of times in a year, maintains the same levels of
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liver enzymes relative to when they don’t drink or relative to non drinkers. To use the difference
in spouse abuse, bankruptcy, liver enzymes between experiment and control group as
independent variables to identify what is optimal and rational, the observer must make some
value judgment like spouse abuse can reveal an irrational behavior. As a result, to adhere to the
scientific method with independent parameters, economists must make value judgments about
whether or not the behavior like a level of heavy alcohol consumption will hurt the subject
financially, socially or physically. Economists must determine whether or not a subject could
have made better choices, which can be defined in a measurable way. If the choices are less than
better choices, they will be sub-optimal, sub-maximizing and irrational, based on the
psychological phenomena that appear to drive the behavior.
The scientific method as reflected in the epidemiologic criterion of causation also frequently
requires repeatable consistent results from experiments or observations and coherence with the
existing information 84. For example, when Einstein published his theory of relativity, the theory
lacked both consistent experimental results and coherence with the existing information with the
exception of the mathematics, because no one had lived at the speed of light. Later experiments
with consistent results showed that light bent as it passed the moon during a solar eclipse 85, thus
making Einstein’s theory coherent with existing information. Evidence for the Theory of
Relativity accumulated and scientists created the atomic bomb, based on Einstein’s formula.
Since science can not read the minds of consumers, it may be difficult to agree on what is
maximizing. Never-the-less, scientists could probably develop a consensus about the most
suboptimal purchasing behavior, when powerful psychological phenomena drive the behavior
like the purchase of cigarettes driven by an addiction to nicotine. Then, the scientists and
economist can refine procedures to identify less extreme behaviors, which are also suboptimal.
This approach would still allow personal choice to prevail as rational, except when psychological
phenomena generally show that the choice would not have been made without the influence of
the sub-optimizing psychological phenomena. For example, we could compare an alcoholic’s
purchasing choices while addicted and after adequate treatment to determine which choices are
truly rational. As the psychological instruments improve, we can steadily improve our
parameters of irrational behavior to narrow the definition what is rational, optimal behavior. If
experimental subjects under the influence of a powerful psychological phenomenon statistically
exceed the limits of parameters relative to the same limits for controls, then the psychological
phenomenon results in irrationality. Simply showing that addicts have stable preferences in the
face of price fluctuation 86 does not mean that those preferences are rational. In summary, the
approach to the study of rationality should be to study individual choices associated with
psychological phenomena, while comparing the experimental subjects to control groups.
If a psychological phenomenon causes irrationality and suboptimal purchasing choices like
an alcoholic spending money on alcohol instead of his family, then the psychological
phenomenon create inefficiency. If the purchasing inefficiency effects market choices and
makes them inefficient, the result is a market failure – a psychological market failure.
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Examples of psychological phenomena that may cause irrational choices and result in
psychological market failure include addictions like alcoholism. They might include sexual
psychology as with pornography, or even intelligence, including too much or too little. Another
example of a psychological phenomenon that may cause irrational choices and result in
psychological market failure is the human tendency to seek immediate gratification, known in
economics as high internal discount rates or the desire to buy now and pay later with the overuse
of credit. High internal discount rates can be irrational, if the individual’s choices results to
bankruptcy or inadequate savings for retirement.
Another example of a psychological phenomenon that may cause irrational choices and may
result in psychological market failure is cognitive framing, a concept for which Kahnemn won
the Nobel Prize. Kahnemn and Tversky (Tversky, Amos, and Daniel Kahneman, 1981. "The
Framing of Decisions and the Psychology of Choice." Science 211: 453-458) would ask subjects
between situations with the same risk, but stated differently. In cognitive framing, the subject
responds differently to essentially the same situations, based on upon different presentations of
the same risks. Cognitive framing, however, is part of advertising, which could, therefore, result
in suboptimal and irrational purchasing choices and psychological market failure.
Another example of a psychological phenomenon that would result in irrational choice and
psychological market failure could include decisions based on operant conditioning, developed
by B. F. Skinner. An operant is something that acts on the environment like a pigeon pecking on
a lever or a consumer purchasing a hamburger 87. A reinforcer 88 is an event that increases the
frequency of a behavior that it immediately follows like presenting candy to a child, who has
been quiet to encourage the child to be quiet. A reinforcement 89 is when a reinforcing stimulus
follows a behavior like providing corn for a pigeon that has pecked a lever, or a beverage for a
consumer who has paid her or his tab. Conditioning 90 occurs when a change in a reflex or
behavior is the result of reinforcement, like training a hungry pigeon to peck a lever by
providing rewards of corn for pecks, which the trainer desires. In humans, conditioning might
occur when a customer returns to Starbucks as a result of his reinforced return to satisfy his/her
craving for caffeine. Operant conditioning is changing the behavior of an operant as the result of
reinforcement like training a pigeon to peck a lever or rapid courteous service to induce
customers to return 91. Operant behaviors are all behaviors that can be increased in frequency by
reinforcement.
Operant conditioning can result from several basic sequences or schedules of
reinforcement 92. There are several reinforcement schedules. A fixed ratio schedule (see the
graph below) exists when the reinforcement of operant performance occurs immediately after a
required, fixed number of behaviors. Two examples might be the payment of a laborer by piece
work or the possession of a product after the consumer’s over-the-counter purchase.
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(Reese, Ellen P., The Analysis of Human Operant Behavior; Introduction to General
Psychology: A Self-Selection Textbook. Wm. C. Brown Company Publishers, The McGraw-Hill
Companies, Inc. Dubuque, Iowa. 1966. p. 16)
A fixed interval schedule, which is like a weekly salary, occurs when reinforcement occurs
when the operant emits the behavior after a required unvaried length of time. A variable ratio
schedule like gambling or day trading occurs when a randomly changing number of
performances of a behavior are required for reinforcement. A variable interval reinforcement
schedule like insurance or education occurs when a reinforcement occurs after the operant emits
the desired behavior after a varied period of time. The differing slopes of the lines in these types
of idealized reinforcement schedules suggest that different schedules of reinforcement influence
behavior have different strengths.
Since the above operant conditioning schedules all have the noted examples in commerce, it
is also possible that different schedules of reinforcement could cause psychological market
failures, as obviously occurs with gambling and variable ratio reinforcement schedules. While
contemplating the variables in reinforcement schedules and also walking past a Lumm’s, a fast
food box like restaurant that also sold beer, in the 1970s, the author realized as noted in Chapter
4 that schedules of reinforcement could explain the Elvis-Educator paradox (Why did Elvis make
more money than private middle school teachers, when the middle school teachers seemed to
create more value). It appeared that the people standing in line and paying food in the Lumm’s
were like pigeons pecking a lever for food. Schedules of reinforcement and their difference in
strength also appeared to explain why Elvis made more money than my middle school teachers.
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The solution to the paradox appears to be the difference in the strength of the reinforcement
schedules for the purchase of private middle school education and the purchase of rock and roll
records. For the private middle school education, the parents must pay, the children have the
inconvenience and worry of school, and there may be a 20 year delay before the benefits of
education occur. Finally, when the benefits occur, the grown children may not realize the
benefits of their education and appreciate the amount of money that their parents paid for the
education two decades earlier.
For Elvis and his records, the child pays for the record, receives the records immediately and
plays the records soon, possibly with friends. As a result, the reinforcement schedule for Elvis
appears quicker and more powerful than the reinforcement schedule for the private middle
school. This difference in the powers of the reinforcement schedules appears to explain much of
the Elvis-Educator Paradox.
Economists might counter with an alternative explanation, the Water-Diamonds Paradox.
The Water-Diamond Paradox asks “Why water is cheap, when it is so useful and has an immense
consumer surplus, while diamond jewelry is so expensive, when it is relatively useless with a
much smaller consumer surplus?” The economists’ answer is that diamonds are scarce and water
is plentiful or that Elvis is relatively scarce compared to teachers.
On further examination, however, the scarcity explanation is lacking, because it appears quite
reasonable that, if only parents could buy the Elvis records, if the children had to stay in solitary
confinement for 6 hours after record purchases, if the records were not delivered for 20 years,
and, when they were delivered, the children would not realize that the parents paid for them
twenty years previously, then Elvis would probably have earned a great deal less money. In
addition, since education is what economists call exclusive (others can be excluded) and
rivalrous (only one person can use it) and since exclusive and rivalrous goods usually survive
well in a market economy, the market should be able to supply most children with an appropriate
education. But, it probably would not adequately educate more children, which is reflected in
the fact that government supports most education. This evidence adds support to the implication
that a psychological market failure exits and that the preceding analysis is correct. As a result, it
appears that reinforcement schedules, and not scarcity, are a major, and possibly the primary,
source of the disparity between the wealth of teachers and Elvis.
Another phenomenon that can probably causes psychological market failure are the limits or
bounds of people to evaluation complex situations like probability, as noted by the Nobel
laureate, Herbert Simon 93. In addition to Simon, Kahneman, and Tversky 94 noted that humans
are poor judges of probability. Since an understanding of probability is necessary to understand
gambling and since humans are poor judges of probability, then gamblers are more likely to
make incorrect, inefficient, suboptimal choices associated with gambling. When combined with
the observation that reinforcement schedules can result in psychological market failures and the
variable ratio reinforcement schedules associated with gambling is powerful, the work of Simon,
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Kahneman, Tversky and B. F. Skinner all point to irrationality and psychological market failure
with almost all gambling.
Other psychological phenomena that cause psychological market failure are addictions from
drugs, alcohol and cigarettes and intoxications from drugs and alcohol.
Another psychological phenomenon that can cause a psychological market failure is manic
depression, especially in the manic phase. Manic depression is a psychiatric illness in which the
patient has wide mood swings. During the manic (hyperactive) phase, the patient may spend
wildly with disastrous results 95.
Another psychological phenomenon that may cause psychological market failure is sexual
psychology, especially in the form of pornography. Sexual psychology developed to encourage
procreation and unless pornography actually helps with procreation and the care of their children,
the men who buy pornography, when they would have made other choices without the influence
of power sexual urges, are probably victims of business people preying on sexual psychological
weakness of men. The female equivalent of pornography for men is probably the romance
novel. In addition, sexual psychology in the sale of cosmetics and fashion may also result in
psychological market failure, if the cosmetic manufacturer is selling only “hope” 96, as Charles
Revson the founder of Revlon corporation noted, when the situation is hopeless and the fashion
or cosmetics will not help the women sustain their relationships with their mates or improve their
social standings. If the fashion or cosmetic fails to attract or maintain a suitable partner, the
women, who buy cosmetics, fashionable clothes or romance novels become victims of
businesspeople, who prey on their sexual psychological weaknesses, because the cosmetics and
fashionable clothing won’t deliver the desired results and because romance novels might not
promote the well-being of their progeny.
In addition, since businesses must use the most powerful psychological phenomena in the
purchase of the products to maximize profits and survive in a competitive market, businesses
must use every advantage that will help them succeed. As a result, if businesses have an
opportunity to legally prey on the psychological weaknesses of consumers, competitive pressure
will require that they exploit those weaknesses and use the most powerful psychological
phenomena at their disposal. Businesses in the present commercial environment can not afford
to be “thy brother’s keeper” to consumers. Businesses, who want to stay competitive, must use
the most powerful psychological phenomena possible to encourage consumers to buy their
products. This situation encourages businesses to frequently prey on the consumer’s
psychological weaknesses. While business people may not want to intentionally harm
consumers, but must harm consumers to stay competitive, the fault for predatory business
behavior is more likely the result of the current economic system than the intentions of business
people.
In addition, if an industry like education can not utilize the stronger psychological
phenomena, then that industry will have a handicap and will be less likely to compete, even
when the product is what economists call exclusive (other people can be excluded from using the
product) and rivalrous (only one person can use it for a set cost).
To understand when an industry has a handicap, when business people prey on psychological
weaknesses, and when a psychological market failure exists; economists and psychologists must
study whether or not the psychological phenomena causes suboptimal or irrational choices.
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During these investigations, investigators, either economists or psychologists, may want to
consider whether or not genetics, the environment or a combination of the two control the
psychological phenomena to determine the appropriate control groups. For example, addictions
and intoxications require substances, while operant conditioning needs a reinforcements and
cognitive framing needs information. As a result, addictions, intoxications, operant conditioning
and cognitive framing are more likely to be under environmental control and experiments could
use the same subject as the experimental subject and as the control, but in different
environments, to determine rationality. The investigators should probably also look at health
parameters like live enzymes, social parameters like wife beating and financial parameter like
savings to evaluate irrationality and potential savings.
Phenomena like manic depression may be primarily under genetic control and subject may
need to have three types of controls to determine the effect of the genetic phenomena in the
presence of the environmentally driven phenomena. For example, identical twins could serve as
their own controls to study a genetic psychological phenomenon like manic depression, such that
one twin would have an environmental exposure like one purchasing reinforcement schedule and
the other wouldn’t have the exposure. A third persons without manic depression could serve as
their control with different purchasing reinforcement schedules.
If the investigators could use these experiments to identify when psychological phenomena
resulted in irrational, suboptimal purchasing choices, they could determine when the phenomena
created psychological market failures and costs for consumers. Once investigators reach a
consensus of when psychological phenomena create psychological market failures with costs for
consumers and a solution to those costs that requires public policy, the innovator of the policy
can use the PoliticalSheepdog system to help promote legislation to prevent the psychological
market failure. PoliticalSheepdog.com could then turn these psychological market failures into
opportunities and savings for consumers. For example, if PoliticalSheepdog.com could make the
prevention of alcoholism and drug addiction profitable, the protential savings for alcoholism and
drug, if estimated at $245.7 billion/ year in 1992 97 , could provide enormous incentives,
opportunities and jobs to reduce or end these plagues.
In summary, some psychological phenomena probably cause psychological market failures
and business people must prey on these weaknesses to stay competitive. PoliticalSheepdog.com
could potentially prevent these psychological market failures through policies and turn costs into
savings and opportunities.
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Chapter 10
Government Failure and Politicalsheepdog.com as Remedy
Who should read: Everyone
Chapter Summary: This chapter explains reasons why governments can create inefficiency and
why PoliticalSheepdog.com could probably reduce that inefficiency.
The several authorities who developed the concepts behind the distribution of resources
in the public sector are the Nobel laureates, Kenneth Arrow, James Buchanan and Gordon
Tullock 98. One of the concepts that evolved from their work was the concept of government
failure. Government failure occurs “when public policy is undertaken even though it promotes
inefficiency” 99.
One of the causes of government failure is the failure of the politico-economic system to join the
self-interest of the politicians with the public interest. For example, legislators can buy political
advantage, spending other people’s money inefficiently, which creates a tendency toward
profligate spending. One potential example might be “rent-seeking” political behavior. “Rent
seeking is the term used by economists when referring to actions taken by individuals and groups
seeking to use the political process to plunder the wealth of others 100. Rent-seeking produces
inefficiency, because individuals spend more resources and “time organizing and lobbying
politicians and less time producing goods and services” 101. The PoliticalSheepdog.com system
would reduce this tendency, because it promotes savings for consumers rather than expenditures
for taxpayers and provides the incentives for its constituent participants to provide a political
counter weight to the purchase of inefficient political support with public funds.
Another example of the purchase of political support with public funds and the tendency
toward profligate spending would be pork-barrel spending. “Pork-barrel legislation bundles
together a set of projects benefiting regional interests (for example, water projects, dredging of
harbors, or expenditures on military bases) at the expense of the general taxpayer” 102 Pork-barrel
spending occurs when politicians align themselves with the most powerful, best organized,
richest special interest groups, regardless of the costs to their constituents. In some situations,
the rich special interest group can provide campaign contributions and political pressure on some
legislation designed to provide the group with profits, which would cost unorganized individual
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constituents too much relative to the savings that could be generated, if the unorganized
constituents won the fight. As a result, the special interest groups face inadequate opposition and
impose their inefficiency on constituents. This inefficient influence becomes corrupt and is
aggravated when the special interest group consists mostly or largely of non-constituents. For
example, the Federal government subsidized rice farmers with $1.3 billion in 2003 and $16.9
billion from 1986 to 2004 from the extension of a “temporary” emergency measure during the
Great Depression 103. As a result, the special interest groups line their pockets and fleece the
general public through political pressure, which only encourages greed, irresponsibility and a
grab-as-much-as-you-can- take mentality in politics, instead of a system that encouraged people
to focus on the common good.
PoliticalSheepdog.com can provide a solution, 1) because it is constituent driven, 2)
because it focuses on net dynamic savings for consumers, which would change the focus to the
common good, and 3) because PoliticalSheepdog.com could provide special auctions during the
primary and general elections, which would provide profit incentives for constituents to give to
candidates, reducing the need of candidates for contributions from self-serving special interest
groups, and increasing the group risks of failure. As a result, PoliticalSheepdog.com would act to
counter the influence of the special interest groups and to decrease the corruption that occurs
when legislators vote against the interests of their constituents.
Another cause of government failure is information failure. For example, “most citizens
recognize that their vote is unlikely to determine the outcome of an election. So they have little
incentive to spend much effort seeking the information needed to cast an informed ballot.
Economists refer to this lack of incentive as the “rational ignorance effect” 104 . In addition,
candidates may have hidden agendas. As a result, voters may not be well informed about the
candidates.
The PoliticalSheepdog.com system would reduce this tendency, because the drive for
profits by the constituent participants in the PoliticalSheepdog system would create more interest
in the candidates and greater scrutiny of their positions and character among voters and create a
familiarity with incumbents throughout their terms. These interested constituents would
probably help inform their friends, many of whom would be voting constituents and some of
whom would take political action.
Another example of information failure in government relative to markets occurs because
votes are indivisible and can not be divided among candidates according to their positions. As a
result, the votes for candidates during infrequent elections are not accurate reflections of
constituent preferences, which reduce the accuracy of the legislator’s perception of their
constituents’ preferences. The PoliticalSheepdog.com system would reduce this tendency,
because the bids of constituents and the numbers of constituents, who participated in the
PoliticalSheepdog.com auctions, would provide a more signals and more objective signals from
the consumers to the legislators about specific bills that would add insight to legislators’
perceptions about constituent preferences.
A third example of informational government failure is the ignorance of politicians,
relative to the technical experts, in various fields like computers, internet, accounting, or
medicine. Politicians are experts in the business of public opinion and public relations, but
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frequently do not have the technical competence to create good legislation.
The
PoliticalSheepdog.com system would reduce the risk of this failure, because its intellectual
property system would provide profit incentives for experts to bring their concepts forward for
debate and legislative action.
A third cause of government failure is the absence of any systematic process to provide a
relatively objective and accurate prioritization of constituent benefits on each policy, because
most prioritization is probably subjective. The PoliticalSheepdog.com system would reduce this
failure, because the inventors of the policies that the PoliticalSheepdog.com supported would
supply an estimate of the savings for consumers and because constituents would bid on and
lobby for policies. The estimate of the savings for consumers, the numbers of participants, and
the size of their bids would all provide more objective evidence for the prioritization of policies
for the leaders of the committees and legislative houses.
A fourth cause of government failure is the enactment of untested policies, after which
the public becomes the guinea pigs for political social experiments. One disastrous example was
Prohibition 105 . To avoid the disasters of untested policies with the PoliticalSheepdog.com
system, policy entrepreneurs could recruit towns to test policies in exchange for a share of their
profits.
A fifth set of causes of government failure is regulatory delays and costs. The
PoliticalSheepdog.com could prevent these delays and costs, when they result in net dynamic
costs for consumers, because policy entrepreneur would identify these costs, create legislation to
eliminate these costs, and bring them to PoliticalSheepdog.com quickly. PoliticalSheepdog.com
could then rapidly promote them, which should reduce the delays in the development and
implementation of good policy.
A sixth group of causes of government failure is the psychology of candidates and
legislatures, which can result in a psychological government failure. Since human beings
including politicians have a tendency toward immediate reward, called the short-sightedness
effect 106 or high internal discount rates, since human beings are poor judges of probability, and
since protection from disasters like Katrina requires a long term institutional commitment to
events of low probability, it appears that the inability of the governments of Louisiana or the
United States to prevent the Katrina disaster may have resulted at least in part from these
psychological phenomena and psychological government failure.
Another example of
psychological government failure and the shortsightedness effect would be the need of
candidates to make promises during elections due to short term pressures of an election, resulting
from a near sighted perspective or high internal discount rates that may compromise their
integrity or the well-being of their constituents later. For example, a candidate may support
Social Security, even though they realize that the current Social Security system may become
insolvent. Since markets look ahead, when it is profitable, and since some of the best methods to
predict outcomes would be to utilize large groups of people that a market can utilize 107 ,
PoliticalSheepdog.com as a market could institutionalize farsighted incentives to reduce the risks
of disasters like Katrina and the potential disaster of Social Security.
A seventh cause of government failure is the failure to recognize that government is a
technology, because it is an invention of human beings to solve problems. Since government is a
105
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technology, it should be treated like a technology with intellectual property for policies that
provide a net dynamic savings for consumers. Since government is currently not treated as a
technology and there are no intellectual property rights for public policy, we probably delay or
lose valuable opportunities, which may have existed, if we had had intellectual property for
public policy. PoliticalSheepdog.com system has an intellectual property systems for public
policy that could reduce or eliminate these loses.
In summary, government, the structure of government and the interests of officials can
result in inefficiencies and government failure, which PoliticalSheepdog.com could probably
reduce.
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Chapter 11
Justification, Synthesis and Promise

Preview:
This chapter will try to weave the theory to justify and explain why
PoliticalSheepdog.com is appropriate.

Who should read: Those who would like to understand an integrated theoretical and practical
understanding of the PoliticalSheepdog.com system and understand why PoliticalSheepdog.com
is necessary.

Review of the situation

The United States has a high Federal budget deficit, a high Social Security deficit, a high
trade deficit and a high consumer deficit. It also has increasing competition due to the
international trend toward markets from socialist economies in countries like India and China. It
also faces an increasing price of oil and the threat of global warming. It is fighting terrorism. Its
population is aging. Psychological problems like addiction to drugs, alcohol, and gambling
probably cause inefficiencies and market failures on a massive scale. The United States also has
political problems, including short sighted policies and excessive influence by moneyed special
interest groups, which results in a diminished faith in democracy.
These problems either result from market and government failures or will cause government
or market failures. These failures have costs. If we can cut these costs, we will have savings,
which can reduce our deficits. These savings will create profits for many players, protect
consumers and ensure that our problems are solved.
Since net dynamic savings for consumers is a feasible way to define “good” and since we are
all consumers, net dynamic savings for consumers can serve as a relatively neutral measure of
“good” government. Net dynamic savings is better than equality, because we can measure net
dynamic savings relatively easily, while we can not measure the value of equality easily. In
addition, while there is an assumption that equality is always good, the attempt to enforce
material equality under communism resulted in inefficiency, lost opportunities, brutal
governments, oppression and relative poverty. Material equality resulted in poverty, because
efforts to destroy markets destroyed the ability of market prices to identify and prioritize what
needs to be produced. As a result, material equality as a goal for public policy is not without
negative consequences and risks.
Net dynamic savings should be better than equality as a goal for the well-being of society,
because legislators and government officials can and should be able to estimate savings from
measurable parameters. As a result, it can provide a more accurate and less brutal method to
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determine the priorities of society. Legislators in the PoliticalSheepdog.com system would have
an estimate the potential for savings before the passage of the legislation. Objectively
determined estimates could be made through experiments with small jurisdictions, which
participated in experiments in return for a share of the profits from the policy entrepreneurs.
Later, government officials and policy entrepreneurs would evaluate the occurrence of savings
through measurement of parameters, identified in the enacted legislation.
To develop the best savings quickly through problem solving, a large independent,
decentralized and diverse group of people like the nation or the world will be more likely to
include those people with the intelligence, expertise and creativity to solve problems, than a
smaller, more homogeneous, more dependent group like a legislature or even a bureaucracy108.
For example, President Bush might have been able to find a more successful and cheaper
strategy for the Iraq War, if the PoliticalSheepdog system had been available and could have
attracted ideas from throughout the world with its intellectual property system. Instead,
President Bush relied on a small, relatively insular group of neo-conservatives and a relatively
homogeneous, dependent Congress. As a result, to obtain the best net dynamic savings for
consumers and to obtain the best government, we must be able to draw from the best, most
diverse, most decentralized, most independent people in the nation and the world, instead of the
elected or appointed few.
How do we obtain the interest in the best people from the globe? How do we provide the
incentives for the best people to risk their time, energy and resources to maximize the well-being
of society? How do we provide the incentives for others to lend their capital and support good
government?
To provide these incentives, one alternative is intellectual property. Intellectual property can
provide an incentive to anyone with an idea. Intellectual property rights for the proper duration
can provide incentives equal to the marginal benefit of the inventor’s invention as occurs with
most markets. Intellectual property for a limited duration and for limited costs can provide
infinite benefits, because the life of information is infinite.
In addition, the temporary costs of intellectual property will be usually be less than its
potential infinite benefits, because infinity is greater than all finite numbers and because there is
no free trade unless both sides benefit. As previously discussed in Chapter 1, if you were a
business owner and if an inventor could cut your costs to save you $1 million with a new
invention, it would be in your self-interest to pay the inventor $500 thousand to reduce those
costs, especially if you paid the inventor out of your income, because your net profit would still
be $500 thousand greater than the present profit. If it is in the self-interest for a business owner
to improve profits through payments to inventors who provide savings to the businessman, it
should also be in the self-interest of consumers to pay inventors, who provide savings through
public policy, such as decreases in HIV infection via testing programs or who identify and fight
legislation that fleeces the public and subsidized special interest groups like rice farmers 109.
Not only is it in the self-interest of consumers, but also it is ethical to reward those who do
good works and improve the general well-being, i.e., those who improve the general well-being
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should receive fair compensation. It is also ethical to send an accurate signal that good works are
necessary to future entrepreneurs.
But, what is fair compensation? If consumers are going to pay to reduce their costs, then
how much should consumer pay? What could be fairer than to have buyers like the government
and sellers like lobbying constituents or policy inventors agree on a fair price out of their free
will or arbitration and only free markets can provide this type of fair compensation. Fair pay in
markets is equal to the marginal revenue product of the last unit. As a result, markets can
provide more accurate signals about what public policy is necessary through estimates on the
amounts of savings from a policy. Markets for policies that provide a net dynamic savings for
consumers can create incentives for policy inventors to create efficient policy and for
constituents to lobby for greater efficiency. This greater efficiency can use a market to improve
the consumer surplus from government choice and, thereby, improve the wealth and standard of
living for consumers. Such a market for public policy would be a market designed to counter
market failures and government failures.
A market for public policy would be an extension of an existing trend as noted by Dr. Carol
Graham, Ph.D. of the University of Maryland and the Brookings Institute in her book, Private
Markets for Public Goods 110. In this book, Dr. Graham discusses the markets for education and
social security in other countries like Chile. Other markets for public goods include auctions for
road construction. Since one public good is legislation and since PoliticalSheepdog.com is a
private market to promote better legislation, PoliticalSheepdog.com is a market for public goods
and is simply an extension of the existing economic trends noted by Dr. Graham.
In addition, since The Commanding Heights 111 shows that there is a trend away from
government control to market control of economies throughout the world, this trend indirectly
supports the credibility of policy market like PoliticalSheepdog.com, because, if greater market
influence can create more wealth and greater improvements in the well-being of societies than
government supervision of an economy, then why shouldn’t greater market influence develop
better legislation than legislator supervision of legislation? Since markets, which promote net
dynamic savings, would provide estimates of savings, these estimates can help prioritize
legislation more accurately than the subjective whims of the dominant legislators or their more
vocal constituencies.
While policy markets should be able to provide better policies than legislators, there are
dangers with policy markets. One of the dangers of a policy market without limits on potential
costs to consumers would be that the bids could rise to infinity. As a result, the bids and the
costs to enact and transact the policy must always be less than the net dynamic savings for the
consumer to ensure that the consumer always benefits and the system does not become corrupt.
Net dynamic savings for consumers should, however, include health savings, when appropriate,
because economists use health savings when they study market failures like pollution and
because economists can frequently estimate value of life and health as noted by Victor Fuchs in
Who Shall Live 112.
Estimates of these values of life, death and many other costs might be difficult to estimate,
because the events might occur in the future, because the probabilities are uncertain, and because
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there will frequently no market for certain goods like public goods like the value of protection
from a naval aircraft carrier. As a result, PoliticalSheepdog.com has a system of arbitration as a
means to develop a fair estimate of these uncertain values. This approach is appropriate, because
a policy may have value and produce savings, even if there is no market to obtain an exact value.
While an exact value may not be possible, a reasonable value probably is possible and such a
value is necessary to send the appropriate signals to policy entrepreneurs. Placing a value is
important and necessary to limit costs for consumers and to help prevent the possibility of
corruption from PoliticalSheepdog.com, because this value determines the limits to
compensation for the innovators, constituents, who lobby to support good legislation. As a
result, it ensures that consumers must benefit and helps ensure that corruption of
PoliticalSheepdog.com is less likely to occur.
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Chapter 12

Innovators, activist/organizers: PoliticalSheepdog.com Entrepreneurs
Who should read: Anyone who wants to profit from the creation, introduction, transfer or
resurrection of policies that provide net dynamic savings for consumers.
Summary: The following discussion explains the differences between various innovator(s) and
how they should be compensated. .
Innovations in public policy can occur whenever someone takes the existing knowledge and
applies is in a new way. A policy innovator is any person or entity who perceives a need for a
policy and who takes action to fulfill that need. The PoliticalSheepdog.com Contract on the PSD
website calls “initial innovators” anyone or any entity, which invents a completely new policy.
Other innovators are people who improve on an existing policy, which the
PoliticalSheepdog.com Contract for Innovators on the PSD website calls “improving
innovators.” Initial innovators and improving innovators could be anyone.
Additional innovators include people, who are researching a topic, who submit a copyright
application at the U.S. Copyright Office on a description of the policy and who had the potential
to become initial innovators at a later time. The PoliticalSheepdog.com Contract calls these
innovators, “potential subsequent innovators.” Potential subsequent innovators will probably be
academics from universities and from think tanks or policy entrepreneurs.
Another form of innovation is recognizing that a policy in the literature or a policy enacted in
a jurisdiction should be brought to PoliticalSheepdog.com for rapid dissemination throughout the
nation when the initial innovator fails to bring the policy to PoliticalSheepdog.com and pay for
its evaluation. These innovators are called “initial reapplicating finders.” Initial reapplicating
finders will probably be lobbyists, lawyers, political consultants, investors, venture capitalists,
reporters and other politically oriented people.
Another form of innovator is the “enacter,” who finds an evaluated policy on the PSD
website, pays the jurisdiction fee, and applies it to a specific jurisdiction. Enacters will probably
be lobbyists, lawyers, political consultants, entrepreneurs and other politically oriented people
with knowledge of the local political scene. Enacters promote policies at a local level, while
initial reapplicating finders and initial innovators pay PoliticalSheepdog.com for the evaluation
of their policies. Initial reapplicating finders and initial innovator(s) can choose to work at the
local level and not use enacters. When the initial innovator(s) or initial reapplicating finders
choose to use enacters, the enacters work as agents in a fiduciary role towards the innovators in
return for a share of the initial innovator’s income.
Another type of innovator either creates a completely new policy or finds a policy to thwart a
policy of a special interest group in a jurisdiction. These innovators are “counter special interest
group innovators.” The purpose of the counter special interest group innovators is to identify
corrupt policies that special interest groups promote and that incur a net dynamic cost to
consumers. The counter special interest group innovators will probably be political activists.
The last type of innovator is called a “resurrectionist,” because he/she initiates the
reenactment of policies, which had previously provided savings for consumers, but has since
expired. Resurrectionists will probably be lobbyists, lawyers, political consultants and other
politically oriented people with local knowledge of the political scene.
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The purpose of the initial reapplicating finders, the enacters, the counter special interest
group innovators, and the resurrectionist is 1) to increase the number of participants 2) to provide
incentives for professional lobbyists, 3) to provide incentives for people with local political
knowledge to participate 4) to provide capital and sweat equity, 5) to increase the speed of
adoption of legislation that protects consumers.
Each of these innovators needs a slightly different form of compensation. The compensation
of initial innovator will require negotiations and possible arbitration with sponsors and
committee members or the use of sponsorship auction to determine the lead and the monopoly of
the initial innovator. Preferably, this lead interval should apply to all jurisdictions that pass the
legislation after the date in which the innovator applies for a copyright. This approach of the
same monopoly interval for each jurisdiction, regardless of when the jurisdiction enacted the
legislation, is very different from the current patent system, in which a monopoly is granted for
twenty years throughout the world after the patent application. This approach is necessary,
because the passage of legislation is difficult, because many legislatures have sessions of
different lengths and do not have pass legislation throughout the year, and because inclusion of
all jurisdictions will send a strong profit signal to potential future policy innovators that the wellbeing of consumers is an important national goal. This strong signal should increase competition
and lower prices for some future policies or speed the development of policies and their benefits
for consumers.
Improving innovators either must combine with an initial innovator, before the enactment of
the initial innovator(s)’s policy in a jurisdiction, or must act as an initial innovator, if the original
initial innovator(s)’s interval has already expired. Again, the improving innovator’s interval
should apply to all jurisdictions that pass the legislation. The potential subsequent innovators
must negotiate when they might have discovered the innovation and then must bid in a
PoliticalSheepdog.com innovator auction to determine their compensation.
Potential subsequent innovators negotiate and possibly arbitrate with the initial innovators or
with the initial innovator and other previous potential subsequent innovators, when the potential
subsequent innovators probably would have discovered the policy innovation. Once the
potential subsequent innovators and initial innovators determine the appropriate intervals, they
enter the innovator auction, which determines their fair market compensation.
PoliticalSheepdog.com system also has initial reapplicating finders. The compensation for
initial reapplicating finders is a percentage like 50% of the savings created by the policy for an
interval after enactment, which equals to the interval from copyright date or date of enactment in
other jurisdictions to when the initial reapplicating finder pays the initial search fee to
PoliticalSheepdog.com. The compensation approach to these initial reapplicating finders is a
similar to a reverse Dutch auction. In the Dutch auction, the auctioneer starts at a high price to
sell a product and lowers the price until the first buyer takes the bid and wins the auction. In the
reverse Dutch auction, the auctioneer starts at a price of zero and bids up. The first seller, who
takes the bid can sell their product to the buyer at that bid. This auction technique with variations
will also be used for enacters, the counter special interest group innovators and the
resurrectionists.
The reverse Dutch auction is like the compensation approach for finders, enacters, etc.,
because these policy entrepreneurs are paid a percentage of the savings for an interval. As a
result, the interval and savings both start at zero and increase until the first policy entrepreneur
comes forth with a solution to claim his or her share of the savings, which acts like a bid. In this
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compensation approach for initial reapplicating finders and the other finders, we start at nothing
and go up during an interval until the first person pays some fees, which wins the bid.
The percentage of the savings that a policy entrepreneur can receive for an interval will
probably not effect the final payment for these innovators, because, if a government decreases
the percentage, the policy entrepreneurs will probably wait longer until their bids are adequate.
As a result, decreasing the percentage compensation from an interval will only delay the solution
promoted by the policy entrepreneurs, which will increase the costs for consumers. Since 50%
sounds fair, it is probably the best place to start.
The compensation for enacters would be a percentage like 50% of the savings created by the
policy in a jurisdiction for an interval after enactment, which equals the interval from the date
placed on the PSD website to date when the enacter pays a fee to PoliticalSheepdog.com to
promote the policy in that jurisdiction.
In addition, enacters, who bring a new policy or a new improvement on a policy to PSD after
the contract for innovators is online, who pays the evaluation fees, and who negotiates
compensation for a policy innovator with the initial legislature, when the innovator failed to
bring the policy to PSD, should have 50% of the innovator’s compensation. The other 50%
should go into an escrow account, which the innovator has five years to claim. If the innovator
fails to claim the compensation, then the enacter should have it.
The compensation for the counter special interest group innovators would be a percentage
like 50% of the savings in a jurisdiction over an interval. The savings over an interval would be
created by the enactment of a bill that negated previous corrupt legislation promoted by a special
interest group that created net dynamic costs to consumers. The interval would be an interval
after enactment in that jurisdiction of the anti-corrupting legislation, which would equal an
interval from the date when a legislator put the corrupt legislation in the docket until the date
when the innovator paid an evaluation fee to PoliticalSheepdog.com for that jurisdiction. As an
alternative, the interval after the passage of the anti-corrupting legislation, which determines
compensation for the counter special interest group innovator, should be of a duration that is
equal to the start on the date that the government enacts the corrupting legislation and last until
the date when the innovator paid an evaluation fee for that policy to PoliticalSheepdog.com.
(Unfortunately, PoliticalSheepdog.com can not determine the likelihood that corrupt legislation
would pass. As a result, the anti-corruption legislation must pass in a later or special session.)
The compensation for a resurrectionist would be a percentage like 50% of the savings created
by the policy for an interval after reenactment of the resurrected policy, which equals the interval
from the date that the policy expired to date when the resurrectionst pays PoliticalSheepdog.com
and evaluation fee.
In the future, PoliticalSheepdog.com may have activist/organizers, who will serve the same
function as a stock broker. The activist/organizers will recruit and organize cells of constituents,
explain PoliticalSheepdog.com and its policies to their constituents, possibly bid for the
constituents and then help organize their constituents to lobby for the PoliticalSheepdog.com
policies in return for a share of the constituent’s compensation. These activist/organizers would
have an organization similar to Tupperware or Mary K Cosmetics.
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Chapter 13
Chronological Example:
HIV and the PoliticalSheepdog.com Process

Who should read: People, who want to become bidding and lobbying constituents. Policy
innovators. Politicians. Anyone else who wants to understand the PoliticalSheepdog.com
auction system.

Summary: PoliticalSheepdog.com could help combat HIV and other diseases with a win-winwin situation, which could save thousands of lives and save billions of dollars for consumers.
Some of those financial savings could and should be used to compensate PoliticalSheepdog.com,
the inventors of policy designed to prevent HIV, and the PoliticalSheepdog lobbying constituent
for their efforts to rapidly develop and implement the preventing policy. This compensation
would signal to future policy entrepreneurs that good government pays.

Let us start with an example to explain how PoliticalSheepdog.com might function to support
a policy necessary to fight the HIV/AIDS virus. HIV prevention is impacted by several
psychological government failures. The psychological government failures are the inabilities of
exposed citizens to understand the risks of HIV infection, the ignorance of HIV, and the denial of
infection. These ignorant and delusional exposed individuals create an ineffective, unorganized
special interest group, who will be unable to promote HIV prevention measures. As a result,
there is a need for a special interest group, who will advocate for HIV prevention. Since the
prevention of other diseases probably suffer from the same psychological government failures,
consumers need a special interest groups, who will promote disease prevention. This promotion
could be promoted by the PoliticalSheepdog system.
First, let us quickly review the basic concepts about HIV/AIDS. It costs $200,000
(discounted at 3% in 2003 dollars) 113 114to treat a patient with HIV for the rest of his or her life.
The chances that an infected person with transmit an infection to another person in a year falls
from 10.79% to 1.7%2, when the infected individual learns that he or she carries the HIV virus.
In addition, Glynn and Rhodes 115 estimated that 300,000 infected individuals are unaware that
they carry the HIV virus. If a policy of government testing could half the number of patients,
who don’t know that they carry the HIV virus, we might reduce the number of new infections per
year to 13,500 116 individuals and save a present value of $2.7 billion per year in treatment costs,
as well as 13,500 lives. The nation could therefore still save money and lives, if we could reduce
the number of new HIV infections by 50% for less than an additional $2.7 billion per year or we
113
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could spend up to $2.7 billion per year on HIV prevention before we sustained a net lass, if we
could reduce new HIV infections from people who did not know that they had HIV by 50%.
Since we only pay $5,000-$50,0002 per prevented case of HIV and we could spend additional
$200,000 per case, our nation has under-funded the fight against HIV from a purely financial
perspective. If an inventor created a policy to reduce the transmission of HIV by 50% through
testing everyone in large cities, where an estimated 13%3 117of the population are unaware that
they have HIV, the inventor would first copyright a description of the policy and its estimated
savings with the U.S. Copyright Office. Then the inventor would register the policy with
PoliticalSheepdog.com and pay fees to evaluate the policy for originality, for the likelihood of
savings, and the feasibility of savings measurement (see the PoliticalSheepdog.com Contract). If
the evaluation through peer review showed that the policy was original and would provide
measurable savings, then the innovator would search for a Congressional sponsor, with which
PoliticalSheepdog.com could help with a special auction designed to encourage legislators to
volunteer to become sponsors. The sponsor and the innovator would write legislation describing
the policy and the funding. Since different policies would have different beneficiaries,
negotiations between policy innovators and sponsoring legislators would determine the source of
the funding, either from the beneficiaries or the general public.
The sponsor would then embed these arrangements, as well as the arrangements to pay
PoliticalSheepdog.com and the policy innovator, into the legislation.
Next,
PoliticalSheepdog.com would start the policy auctions on its website for every committee and
floor vote through which the legislation would have to pass. Most of the auctions would be
similar to the following processes. Each auction would have two phases as previously described
in Chapter 2, a bidding phase and a lobbying phase. Again, since legislation must pass through
committee votes and through vote in a lower and upper body of legislators, there would probably
a separate auction for each committee and each house vote. As a result, there would be multiple
auctions for the entire process. In the bidding phase of the auction process, the constituents
would come to the PoliticalSheepdog.com website and bid as many times as they desire in as
many auctions as they desire. Bidding constituents would compete for lower bids, because
constituents with lower bids in an auction would receive an opportunity to lobby their legislators
earlier in a schedule in the second and lobbying phase of the auction process. The bidding phase
would close with enough time for the constituents to lobby their legislators during the lobbying
phase of the auction.
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To understand the bidding phase and the general auction process better, it is easier to
understand if you understand the intended result. The following graph represents the end of the
auction in a committee of 7 members. It also represents two simultaneous games of musical
chairs with multiple winners. In one game, there is competition between a legislator’s lobbying
constituents within a column. When a constituent bids, the program ranks the bids of the
constituent’s legislator to determine the bidder’s slot in the lobbying schedule. The graph below
represents the constituents, who lobbied with the gray, green, and blue portions of
columns. These constituents had lower bids than constituents, who did not lobby, represented by
the pink portions of columns. As a result, they compete with these higher bidding constituents of
the same legislator.
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The other game of musical chairs is the competition between the sums of bids of constituent
groups who have lobbied their legislators. These sums are represented by the right end of the
gray, green, and blue portions of the columns. The program ranks the sums of bids of the
constituents who lobbied. This ranking results in a gradual increase from top to bottom of the
green, blue, and gray bars.
Multiple winning constituents (represented by the green bars) are necessary, because
legislators require group support for policies they advocate.
When a constituent logs on and bids in the bidding phase, the viewing constituent will need
to understand how he compares to the bidders of other legislators with the same rank, because
bidders can only control the outcome of an auction, when the lobbying phase ends in a round
while they lobby. Since the winners at the end of the lobbying phase will be determined by the
sums of the bids of the last constituents to lobby with their respective inferior constituents, who
lobbied and who had inferior bids; the viewing constituent must know how his or her bid
compares to the bids of other bidding constituents with similar ranks.
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As a result, PoliticalSheepdog.com provides views of bidders of the same rank in the bidding
phase, which look like the following screen.

The constituents lobby their respective legislators according to a schedule, starting with the
lowest bidders and progressing to high bidders. They lobby their legislator to support the
legislation and to click on a “Support” button on the legislator’s personalized screen from
PoliticalSheepdog.com. The lobbying ends for a legislator’s.
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If a bidder changes her bid in the bidding phase, then his or her dark blue square might move
left or right in her legislator’s column in her personalized screen. The bidder’s dark blue square
goes left or right in the column, because the bidders rank within the column may change in her
bid.
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If a bidder changes her bid in the bidding phase, then the bidder’s column might also move
up or down. The columns move up or down, because a change in a bid might change the sum of
the bids of the bidding constituent with the sum of the inferior bids of constituents for the same
legislator. Since the sum of bidding constituent’s bid and bids of constituents with smaller bids
within the bidder’s column has changed, its rank may also change relative to the rank of the sums
of similarly ranked bidders of other legislators and their respective inferior bidders in other
columns. As a result, the bidder’s column may move up or down as Cardin moved up in the
following graph, because the viewing bidder made a lower bid.

When the bidding phase ends to allow time for lobbying, there is a lobbying phase,
represented by the following graph, which was seen earlier in Chapter 2. There are two versions
of the lobbying phase. The version below would go to legislators and represents the second
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round of the lobbying phase, in which the second lowest bidder of each legislators lobbies. The
right side of the blue represents the sums of the bids of the constituents who lobbied. The pink
represents the bids of constituents, who are waiting to lobby. The blue and red portions of the
Hatch column tells the viewing legislator that Hatch clicked the “Support” button.
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During the lobbying phase, the lowest bidding constituent of each column will initiate the
lobbying of their legislators by telephone, encouraging support for legislation and clicking on the
“Support” button. If the legislator complies, the program will stop the lobbying process for
constituents of that legislator. If the legislator fails to click the “Support” button, the constituents
with the next higher rank will repeat the lobbying process. The version below is the version that
a constituent, who bid and who is lobbying might receive. The green block represents the
lobbying constituent.

The PoliticalSheepdog.com lobbying process will repeat rounds of lobbying for participating
constituents of a legislator until one of the following events occurs.
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· The legislator clicks the “Support” button.
· All of the participating constituents for the legislator have lobbied.
· The auction terminates due to time limitations before a committee or floor vote on the
legislation.
During the lobbying phase, legislators will allow as many of his constituents to lobby and
profit from the auction as possible, while limiting the number of lobbying constituents to ensure
the sum of their bids remains small enough to compete with lobbying constituents of other
legislators.
Strategy for Legislators:
1. Controversial legislation will probably provide larger compensation for participating
constituents, because more compensation will be required for more support.
2. If the sum of the bids of a legislator’s constituents is too high and the legislator’s column
is too close to the bottom of the columns, then the legislator must click the “Support”
button to give her constituents a chance to win. If the other legislators allow their
constituents to continue lobbying and do not click on the “Support” button, the total bids
of the other legislators’ lobbying constituent may raise enough to allow the clicking
legislator’s constituents to win.
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As noted earlier, PoliticalSheepdog.com will terminate active lobbying before the vote.
Then, the committee or legislative body votes and the legislation either passes or fails to pass. If
the legislation passes, the following graph reflects the end result of the auction.
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The auction process repeats for every committee and floor vote through legislature, if
necessary.

To win compensation:
· The constituent’s legislator must vote for the legislation.
· The legislation must pass through all appropriate committees and all appropriate house
votes.
· The executive, such as a mayor or governor, must enact the legislation.
· The total bids for a legislators’ lobbying constituents in an auction for a committee or
floor vote must be among a number of lowest totals of lobbying constituents for other
supporting legislators. This number must be equal to the minimum number of legislators
needed to reach an appropriate majority for passage of the bill through the respective
house or committee.
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· Finally, after the bill has been enacted, the inventor of the legislation,
PoliticalSheepdog.com and the government must determine that the legislation created
savings for constituents.
If the executive (or legislature through an override) enacts the legislation, then
PoliticalSheepdog.com, the innovator and the jurisdiction evaluate and estimate the net savings
attributable to the policy. If the policy produced adequate savings, then the constituents receive
compensation, which is equal to their bids, and the innovators and PoliticalSheepdog.com
receive their negotiated compensation. For a further explanation, click on the “Registration”
button on the left and read the contracts.
The end result is a win-win-win situation for everyone. The PoliticalSheepdog.com
process speeds the development and adoption of policy. It will also ameliorate the passage of
policies that are currently ignored. The policy will save 13,500 additional lives each year from
HIV/AIDS. The constituents communicate with their legislators and receive fair payment
through a competitive system, strengthening the bond between legislators and constituents. The
inventors of the policy receive fair compensation for their insights. PoliticalSheepdog.com
receives compensation for the development of its auction system. The cost of testing might be
$1 billion per year. If the policy inventor was three years ahead of the next researcher, the policy
inventor might receive 50% of three years of the $1.7 billion in net yearly savings or $2.5 billion.
This figure might be a great deal less, if there were competing policies from other policy
innovators. PoliticalSheepdog.com might receive 10% of 10 years worth of savings during the
remaining years of its patent or a net present value of $1.7 billion. The taxpayer would receive a
reduction in their future taxes HIV to pay for HIV health expenses over 20 years at a 7%
discount rate of $13.7 billion. As a result, taxpayers would receive a 100% return from savings
form future taxes that they would not have pay as a result of the taxes that they would pay for
testing, for PoliticalSheepdog.com, for its policy inventors and for its constituent lobbyist. This
return would not reflect the value of saved health and lives. Furthermore, if the estimates of the
percentage of lives saved through early intervention is incorrect and the number of additional
new cases of HIV does not fall, then consumers would have lost a portion of the costs of the
initial testing or $1 billion, reflecting a reward/risk ratio of about 13 to 1.
While the benefit of $2.5 billion for the policy innovator might seem extreme, extreme
rewards will provide incentives for more competition to provide better policies sooner, which
will allow more marginal policies to provide savings and reduce costs further for taxpayers.
Since the constituents, who lobby are also taxpayers, since lobbying constituents have priority in
the system by contract, and since the compensation for PoliticalSheepdog.com and the
innovators is limited by contract, taxpayers always win when the policy produces savings.
Finally, PoliticalSheepdog.com could provide a new tool to promote disease prevention
and save lives.
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Chapter 14

Session Level, Primary Election, General Election, Sponsorship and Cascading Auctions
General Descriptions
Who should read: Most readers. People who do not understand how PoliticalSheepdog.com
can overcome the inertia of the present system.
Summary: The following chapter discusses various types of auctions and how they can work
together into a cascade.

The basic auction design, discussed in Chapter 2, would start the bidding phase before or
during the session for the legislation and the bids would apply in the lobbying phase during a
specific legislative session. It would therefore be called the “session level auction.” Anyone,
who registers and signs the PoliticalSheepdog.com contract can participate as a constituent in the
appropriate session level auctions.
In addition to the session level auction, PoliticalSheepdog.com also can provide the
“primary” and “general election auctions.” The primary election auctions and general election
auctions are designed to encourage constituents to contribute to the campaigns of candidates of
the constituent’s own legislative districts. As a result, constituents must make contributions to
candidates before the respective primary or general elections to enter these auctions. The
bidding phase of the primary election auction occurs before the primary election and the bidding
phase of the general election auction occurs before the general election and after the primary
election (for more details, see Chapter 15). If their candidate wins and becomes a legislator, then
candidates’ constituents, who contributed to their candidates and who bid in the bidding phase of
their candidate’s primary or general election auction, can enter the lobbying phase of his
respective primary or general election auction for each session during the term related to election
for which the constituent contributed.
In addition to the primary and general election auctions, PoliticalSheepdog.com can provide
auctions designed to encourage legislators to sponsor legislation, which we call “sponsorship
auctions.” These sponsorship auctions might be especially necessary in the introduction of
PoliticalSheepdog.com in order to encourage the acceptance of PoliticalSheepdog.com, when
politicians do not fully understand the need for policy markets. The sponsorship auctions are
somewhat different than the basic auction design, because it does not require a majority of
legislators to sponsor a bill. It will only require the number of legislators, specified by a
legislature’s rules or by law, to sponsor a bill. As a result, only constituents, whose legislators
actually sponsor the legislation, can become winners.
Since legislation must be sponsored, must pass through committees, and must pass through
floor votes; there can be a primary and general election auctions and a session level auction to
sponsor a bill. There can also be primary and general election auctions and a session level
auctions to support legislation in each committee vote and again for each floor vote. As a result,
there can be many levels of auctions, which work in a cascade.
The first auctions might be the bidding phase of the primary and general election auctions,
where they are legal, which would occur before the respective primary and general election
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auctions. These bids would be frozen and apply to all PoliticalSheepdog.com supported
legislation for the term of each constituent’s candidate, if the candidate to whom the constituent
contributed was successful and became a legislator. Next, there might be the bidding phase of
the session level sponsorship auctions, run for non-contributors, which might run before or
during each legislative session. Then during the legislative session, there could be the lobbying
phase of primary and general election sponsorship auctions in which contributors could
encourage legislators to sponsor the PoliticalSheepdog.com supported legislation, based on their
frozen bids from the bidding phase of their respective primary or general election auction, which
apply for the term of the elected candidate. There could also be the lobbying phase of the
session level sponsorship auctions for non-contributors, which would run with the lobbying
phase of the primary and session level auctions.
In the next set of auctions, contributing constituents would use the frozen bids from the
bidding phase of the primary and general election auctions in a lobbying phase of the primary
and general election auctions for each committee vote to encourage committees to pass
legislation. This lobbying phase would occur when or before the legislative committees would
vote on PoliticalSheepdog.com legislation during the sessions of the elected candidate’s term.
PoliticalSheepdog.com could also run a bidding phase of a session level auction and then a
lobbying phase of the auction for non-contributors during the legislative sessions to further
encourage legislators to pass legislation through committees.
Finally, PoliticalSheepdog.com could use the same frozen bids of the primary and general
election auctions in the lobbying phase during the legislative session votes and both bidding and
lobbying phases of the session auction for the floor votes. The result is a cascade of auctions
designed to provide many opportunities to win for many constituents and to help drive legislation
through legislatures that provides a net dynamic savings for consumers.
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Chapter 15
Primary Election, General Election and Sponsorship Auctions:
A Detailed Description
Who should read: People who intend to participate seriously in the PoliticalSheepdog.com
system like potential or current policy innovators or constituent lobbyists. People who do not
understand how PoliticalSheepdog.com can overcome the inertia of the present system.
Summary: The following explains the sponsorship, primary and general election auctions in
still greater detail.

We discussed the primary and general election auctions earlier, but we well cover them in
more detail here. The primary election auctions and the general are slightly different than the
basic session level auction, which might occur during the session, and are run for constituents,
regardless of whether or not the constituent contributed to a campaign. The bidding phases of
the session level auctions occur before or during a legislative session and will probably apply
only to the bidding phase of a specific bill supported by PoliticalSheepdog.com.
The primary and general elections auctions are different than the basic session level
auction, because constituents must make a contribution to a candidate to bid in the primary or
general election auction. In addition, the bidding phase in the primary and general elections
auctions occurs before the respective primary election or the general election. The bids for the
primary and general election auctions are then frozen. Constituents can only enter the lobbying
phase of a primary or general election auctions, if the candidates, to whom the constituent
contributed, win their elections. The lobbying phases of the primary and general election
auctions occur during the legislative sessions, but the frozen bids can as noted previously
potentially apply to all of the legislation that PoliticalSheepdog.com would support for the term
of the legislator.
The size of a constituent’s contribution for the primary and general election auction would be
divided into several even increments. While each constituent only makes one bid, the bid of a
larger contributor is counted several times according to the constituent’s increments. The size of
the increments would be selected by PoliticalSheepdog.com in consultation with the candidates.
For example, if the increments were $30 and a constituent gave a contribution was $310, the
constituent would get 10 increments of the same bid. If the constituent’s bid was $20, then the
PoliticalSheepdog.com program would add $20 with each round of lobbying in the lobbying
phase of the auction and the contributing constituent would lobby in 10 rounds of the auction. If
the auction stopped after only 5 rounds of lobbying, the constituent would receive $20 for each
of 5 rounds or $100. If the auction stopped after 10 rounds of lobbying by the constituent, the
constituent might receive $200, if the bill were enacted.
The bidding phase of the primary and general election auction should close before their
respective primary and general elections in order to reflect the risks that candidates may not be
elected, but could be run after elections, if a law were necessary to make the primary and general
election auctions legal. The bids could then be applied to the lobbying phase of auctions for
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legislation. It would allow contributors, who supported the PoliticalSheepdog.com process to
have an opportunity to profit from their contributions once laws were passes to recognize that the
PoliticalSheepdog.com policy markets were legal markets and not lotteries.
The
PoliticalSheepdog.com markets are not lotteries, because the contributions to candidates in the
PoliticalSheepdog process do not go into the lottery pot and because PoliticalSheepdog does not
simply redistribute wealth, but instead creates new wealth through savings and efficiency.
The Sponsorship Auctions
In addition to the primary and general election auctions, PoliticalSheepdog.com has a version
of the auction process, which can encourage legislators to sponsor legislation. Sponsorship
auctions might be necessary, because the innovator may find it difficult to find legislators, who
want to support the bill and/or want to support the concept of intellectual property for public
policy, especially early in the implementation of PoliticalSheepdog.com, because they don’t
understand the need for policy markets. Before the sponsorship auction starts, the innovators and
PSD must write the legislation. They must include their desired compensation in the legislation,
which should be limited to less than 60% of total savings for consumer to ensure that consumer
benefit from the legislation. (The limit of 60% does not need to include the compensation for the
bidding constituents, because they are also consumers.) The provision of this limit also
decreases the risk of corruption of the PoliticalSheepdog.com process, because it ensures that the
consumers always save and do not face the net costs of corruption.
The session level sponsorship auction starts with a bidding phase, which might occur
before or during the legislative session. During the lobbying phase of the auction, the
constituents lobby their legislator according to the rank of their bid, and starting with the lowest
bidder of each legislator as occurs in the basic auction design. The basic difference for the
sponsorship auction for other auctions is that only one or a few sponsors like three are necessary
to sponsor a bill for the sponsorship auctions, while a minimum majority is necessary to pass
legislation for the other auctions. As a result, only the bidding constituents of legislators, who
sponsor PoliticalSheepdog supported legislation, can become winners. If only a specific number
of legislators, according to the rules of the legislature, can sponsor legislation, then only the
constituents of legislators, who sponsored the legislation could be come winners, if those
constituents lobbied before the legislator registered to sponsor the legislation and their legislator
registered to sponsor the legislation early enough to sponsor the legislation. This might require a
PoliticalSheepdog.com representative to monitor the registration of sponsors.
If more than the minimum number of legislators necessary to sponsor legislation can
sponsor the legislation, according to the rules of the legislature, and if more than the minimum
number of legislators sponsor the legislation before a certain time, then the winning constituents
1) would have legislators who sponsored the legislation, 2) would have lobbied their legislator,
3) would be in a group of constituents, who lobbied their legislator and whose total bids would
be among the lowest number of total bids of groups of constituents, who bid and lobbied, when
the number was equal to the minimum number of legislators necessary to sponsor a bid in a
house. For example, if a House of Delegates requires three sponsors to introduce legislation and
if four legislators sponsored the legislation before a certain date, then the three groups of
constituents, who lobbied and who had the three lowest total bids for their lobbying groups,
would become the winners in the sponsorship auction, if the bill were enacted.
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Since only one or a few legislators can sponsor a bill, instead of a majority, this auction
should be more competitive than the committee or floor auctions.
Like the previous primary and general election auctions, there can be primary and general
election sponsorship auctions, which use the same frozen bids from the bidding phase that
occurred before the respective primary and general elections, in the lobbying phase that occured
during the terms or during the sessions of the elected candidates terms.
If the savings are inadequate to pay all participants, there are adjustments in the
PoliticalSheepdog.com Contract, which can be reached, if the reader clicks on the “Registration”
button on the PoliticalSheepdog.com home page.
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Chapter 16
Preserving Integrity

Summary: A foundation will be necessary to oversee policy markets and maintain their integrity.
Who should read: Those, who still have concerns about the integrity of the PoliticalSheepdog
process.
The integrity of the PoliticalSheepdog.com will depend of the definition of net dynamic
savings for consumers and possibly other definitions. To preserve the integrity of the system,
there will be a need for a foundation, whenever there is enough money to start the foundation,
with a governing body to preserve the integrity of the definition of net dynamic savings. The
foundation should protect the definition for “net dynamic savings for consumers,” but allow
flexibility in the definition. Before a person can become a member of the governing body of the
foundation, however, the potential members should be required to recognize that they must
accept the potential for inefficiency in consumer choices resulting from psychological
phenomena.
The members should consist of 6 representatives from PoliticalSheepdog.com, Inc., 2
appointed by the PoliticalSheepdog.com board, one representative elected by the
PoliticalSheepdog.com innovators, one representative elected by the PoliticalSheepdog.com
finders, one representative elected by the PoliticalSheepdog.com constituent lobbyists. In
addition, there should be 2 economists: one economists from each of two national association of
economists. There should also be one accountant elected by a national association of
accountants, one physician elected by a national association of physicians, a psychiatrist or
psychologist elected by a national association of psychologists or psychiatrists, one lawyer
elected by the American Bar Association, one appointed representative each from 2 or 3 “good
government” non-profits, one U.S. Senator, elected by the Senate; and one Representative,
elected by the U.S. House of Representatives.
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Chapter 17
Savings for Debts

Preview: PoliticalSheepdog.com is probably the best single solution that can protect consumers
from the potential for a financial disaster resulting from debt.
Who should read: All readers.

As discussed earlier, policy markets like PoliticalSheepdog.com are probably the best way to
prevent corruption. In addition, however, policy markets like PoliticalSheepdog.com could also
help reduce the debt burden in the United States and other countries. PoliticalSheepdog.com
could reduce the debt, because PoliticalSheepdog.com market provides incentives for
constituents to encourage legislators to create savings, and to reduce the compulsion toward
profligate spending with other people’s money. For example, The Energy Policy Act of 2005
supplies $4.8 billion in subsides for nuclear power, when a serious accident could cost $600
billion to clean up 118. Farm subsidies cost $20 billion annually 119. The elimination of a fighter
could save $50 billion 120.
In addition, policy markets could create massive savings to pay off the debts, because policy
markets are applicable in so many situations like fighting HIV, terrorism, the Iraq war, and waste
in all levels of government and throughout the entire economy.
For example, if
PoliticalSheepdog.com had been functional and if the governments of Louisiana and the United
States had allowed PoliticalSheepdog system to operate, the United States might have avoided
the Katrina disaster as previously note, because governments tend to be reactive, while markets
tend to be proactive. Wasteful psychological market failures like alcoholism and drug addiction
might provide hundreds of billions in savings as noted earlier and this does not include waste
from gambling and cigarettes. Further more, the economy is divided into three large fairly equal
sectors – a government sector, a commercial sector and a consumer sector. The commercial
sector is always trying to become increasingly efficient due to competition, but the consumer
sector is not efficient because of psychological phenomena result in inefficient choices and the
government sector is not efficient because of corruption by non-constituent special interest
groups and by other government failures. As a result, the easiest gains in efficiency would come
in the consumer and government sectors, for which the design of PoliticalSheepdog.com is
uniquely capable to address. Since PoliticalSheepdog.com could promote efficiencies at all
levels of the economy in all jurisdictions, PoliticalSheepdog.com could make the United States a
devastating competitor. If the United State became more competitive, the dollar would probably
rise, making the finance of the debt easier and less inflationary due to the lower price of imports.
Thus, policy markets like PoliticalSheepdog.com are probably the best way to protect consumers
from debt, terrorism, international competition, global warming, high oil costs, addictions, and
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probably many more challenges, while still embracing liberal democracy.
PoliticalSheepdog.com is the best, the broadest and probably the only single concept, which
might be able to correct these inefficiencies and provide greater savings to reduce debt.
Furthermore, PoliticalSheepdog.com could also help developing countries with an adequate
infrastructure to support an internet market. Not only could it help them reduce their debt and
their corruption, but it could also provide them with policy exports, if they adopted the
PoliticalSheepdog.com system quickly.
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Chapter 19
Summary

In summary, PoliticalSheepdog.com is an intellectual property systems and an internet
market for constituents, who lobby their own legislators to support policies that provide a net
dynamic savings for consumers. The market consists of a series of cascading auctions designed
to drive the legislation through legislatures. When competitive markets are possible, they are
usually the best and most ethical way to determine how much to pay for someone for something
and to determine what to produce 121 122. Since it is ethical to pay people, who improve the wellbeing of society fairly, and since government is a technology, it is ethical and necessary to pay
fair compensation to people, who improve public policy or who contribute to the enactment of
those policies, for their time and effort. More than simply ethical, it is necessary to pay those,
who improve public policy or who contribute to the enactment of those policies, fairly in order to
provide a proper signal about what policies to produce in our market economy. To pay
contributors fairly, however, we need a competitive market system that reflects the marginal
revenue produce to participants and PoliticalSheepdog.com is probably the only such market for
public policy. A policy market requires that each legislator’s constituents compete internally
against their own legislator’s constituents and then externally against the constituents of other
legislators. As a result, the governments should recognize that PoliticalSheepdog.com
intellectual property systems and markets for public policy are a self-correcting necessity, which
should be freed of remaining legal constraints, but should be carefully observed to ensure that it
obtains its promise.
While many feel that the PoliticalSheepdog.com is politically impossible and will never
exist, PoliticalSheepdog.com could promote savings throughout the economy in all jurisdictions
and in both the consumer and public sectors of the economy, which are probably the least
efficient sectors of the economy. As a result, PoliticalSheepdog.com is probably the least painful
and best solution to provide the savings necessary to ameliorate the impending disaster that could
result from the high Federal budget, trade, Social Security, and consumer debt in an era of
increasing international competition due to the trend toward market economies and to increasing
costs of energy.
Not only could it reduce the debt burden in the United States,
PoliticalSheepdog.com could make the United States into a devastating competitor, because it
focuses on efficiency. It could also improve transparency and the accountability of its legislators
and other public servants to their constituents.
If politicians and the public fail to utilize PoliticalSheepdog.com, the United States could
become poorer and less powerful. If the United States must yield its preeminence in power to
less ethical, less democratic countries like China, the world will be a riskier, more oppressive
place. As a result, politicians really don’t have a choice. Politicians must free policy innovators
and PoliticalSheepdog.com from most legal constraints and accept the necessity of
PoliticalSheepdog
policy
markets.
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